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1972 TOMOKAN
ROLLINS COLLEGE
WINTER PARK, FLORIDA

EARS IN THE TURRETS HEAR
Ears in the turrets hear
Hands grumble on the door,
Eyes in the gables see
The fingers at the loc\s.
Shall I unbolt or stay
Alone till the day I die
Unseen by stranger^eyes
In this white house?
Hands, hold you poison or grapes?
Beyond this island bound
By a thin sea of flesh
And a bone coast,
The land lies out of sound
And the hills out of mind.
No birds or flying fish
Disturbs this island's rest.
Ears in this island hear
The wind pass li\e a fire,
Eyes in this island see
Ships anchor off the bay.
Shall I run to the ships
'With the wind in my hair,
I Or stay till the day I die
And welcome no sailor?
Ships, hold you poison or grapes?
Hands grumble on the door,
Ships anchor off the bay,
Rain beats the sand and slates.
Shall I let in the strayiger,
Shall I welcome the sailor,
Or stay till the day 1 die?
Hands of the stranger
And holds of the ship,
Hold you poison or grapes?
Dylan Thomas
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CALTPSOS
I
Well God is
love
so love me
God
is love so
love me God
is
love so love
me well
in
We watched
a red rooster
with
two hens
bac\
of the museum
at
St. Croix
flap his
wings
zippy zappy
and crow
William Carlos Williams
II
Love the sun
comes
up in
the morning
and
in
the evening
zippy zappy
it goes

EX-BASKETBALL PLAYER
Pearl Avenue runs past the high-school lot,
Bends with the trolley trac\s, and stops, cut off
Before it has a chance to go two bloc\s,
At Colonel McComs\y Plaza. Berths Garage
Is on the corner facing west, and there,
Most days, you'll find Flic\ Webb, who helps Berth out.
Flic\ stands tall among the idiot pumps-
Five on a side, the old bubble-head style,
Their rubber elbows hanging loose and low.
One's nostrils are two S's, and his eyes
And E and O. And one is squat, without
A head at all—more of a football type.
Once Flic\ played for the high-school team, the Wizards.
He was good: in fact, the best. In '46
He buc\eted three hundred ninety points,
A county record still. The ball loved Flic\.
I saw him rac\ up thirty-eight or forty
In one home game. His hands were li\e wild birds.
He never learned a trade, he just sells gas,
Chec\s oil, and changes flats. Once in a while,
As a gag, he dribbles an inner tube,
But most of us remember anyway.
His hands are fine and nervous on the lug wrench.
It ma\es no difference to the lug wrench, though.
Off wor\, he hangs around Mae's luncheonette.
Grease-gray and \ind of coiled, he plays pinball,
Smo\es thin cigars, and nurses lemon phosphates.
Flic\ seldom says a word to Mae, just nods
Beyond her face toward bright applauding tiers
Of ~Njzcco Wafers, 7\[ibs, and Juju Beads.
John Updi\e
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MHEMOSTHE
It's autumn in the country I remember.
How warm a wind blew here about the ways!
And shadows on the hillside lay to slumber
During the long sunsweetened summer days.
It's cold abroad the country I remember.
The swallows veering skimmed the golden grain
At midday with a wing aslant and limber;
And yellow cattle browsed upon the plain.
It's empty down the country I remember.
I had a sister lovely in my sight:
Her hair was dar\, her eyes were very sombre;
We sang together in the woods at night.
It's lonely in the country I remember.
The babble of our children fills my ears,
And on our hearth I stare the perished ember
To flames that show all starry thro' my tears.
It's dar\ about the country I remember.
There are mountains where I lived. The path
Is slushed with cattle-trac\s and fallen timber,
The stumps are twisted by the tempests' wrath.
But that I \new these places are my own,
I'd as\ how came such wretchedness to cumber
The earth, and I to people it alone.
It rains across the country I remember.
Trumbull Stic\ney

SAM
Whem Sam goes bac\ in memory,
It is to where the sea
Breads on the shingle, emerald'green,
In white foam, endlessly;
He says—with small brown eye on mine—
"I used to \eep awa\e,
And lean from my window in the moon,
Watching those billows brea\.
And half a million tiny hands,
And eyes, li\e spar\s of frost,
Would dance and come tumbling into the moon,
On every breaker tossed.
And all across from start to star,
I've seen the watery sea,
With not a single ship in sight,
Just ocean there, and me,
And heard my father snore. And once,
As sure as I'm alive,
Out of those wallowing, moon'flec\ed waves
I saw a mermaid dive;
Head and shoulders above the wave,
Plain as I now see you,
Combing her hair, now bac\, now front,
Her two eyes peeping through;
Calling me, "Sam '
—
quietli\e— ' Sam!" . . .
But me . . .1 never went,
Maying believe I \\nd of thought
"Twas someone else she meant . . .
Wonderful lovely there she sat,
Singing the night away,
All in the solitudinous sea
Of that lonely bay.
P'raps," and he'd smooth his hairless mouth,
"P'raps, if 'twere now, my son,
P'raps, if I heard a voice say, 'Sam!'
Morning would find me gone."
Walter de La Mare
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MAIL AT TOUR HEW ADDRESS
I
Did your car get you to Florida?
I \now you dont li\e me
to say so but Mrs. Wilson says
the same thing. Please tell me
(collegt) if you are all
there. I hope you do not
sleep or do anything on the road.
In Georgia.
Tour father
should see all the leaves.
Walter has not ra\ed
a girlfriend up the street and wont
ra\e anymore. Watch out or
they'll have the same thing Mrs. Wilson
says the friend stayed and loo\
what happened at Cornell?
Even if you changed
college is no reason to come home.
But get a haircut. I \now
the dean doesnt li\e you
to loo\ li\e a gardener.
II
There have been so many deaths
due to carbon m. poisoniy\g
that this is just
a note to suggest you leave
a little air come into your room. Also
I hope you don't get involved
with young men or older
or made from popies (? ) and Hippy's.
I hope you are riot letting the drugs
get you. Arid don't get mixed up
with drugs. It might spoil your change
for getting the cert, you are wording for.
Remember, it is costing quite a lot.
Don't scold. I am afraid of your
trips to and near Chicago.
Peter Klappert
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MT. LTKAIOH
Alone on Ly\aion since man hath, been
Stand on the height two columyis, where at rest
Two eagles hewn of gold sit \oo\ing East
Forever; and the sun goes up between.
Far down around the mountain s oval green
An order \eeps the jailing stones abreast.
Below within the chaos last and least
A river li\e a curl of light is seen.
Beyond the river lies the even sea,
Beyond the sea another ghost of s\y;
O God, support the sic\ness of my eye
Lest the far space and long antiquity
Suc\ out my heart, and on this awful ground
The great wind \ill my little shell with sound.
Trumbull Stic\ney
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DESTIW
In our fury and muddle
We act li\e children, cut off,
Fled from ourselves,
Bound by silly shame.
The years clump past
In their agony, waiting.
]\[ot a single path leads bac\
To the garden of our youth.
Hermann Hesse
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PI GAMMA MU
Diego Andrade
Penny Branscomb
Diego De La Guardia
Anne Lambright
Mark McGuire
Robert Mellen
Margie Religa
DELTA SIGMA
RHO-TAU
KAPPA ALPHA
Doug Allen
Gary Griffin
Verlie Mayo
Jennifer McNutt
Marguerite Monroe
O.O.O.O.
Michael Del Colliano
Gil Klein
Bert Martin
Bob Selton
Timothy Shea
Doug Welsh
Steve Winchester
OMICRON DELTA KAPPA
Bob Malis
Frank Ritti
Diego Andrade
SENIOR HONORARIES
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SENIORS
DIEGO ANDRADE
Behavioral Science and Economics
Phi Delta Theta, President, ODK, Pi
Gamma Mu, Vice President, Chapel
Staff, Academic Objectives Comm.,
College Self-Study Comm., Dean's List,
Varsity Crew.
GUY W. ASHLEY
Economics
Traffic Court, Varsity Golf, Intramural
Football and Soccer.
THOMAS V. AUSTIN
History and Public Affairs
Varsity Baseball
WILLIAM WARREN BANDEL
Economics
Lambda, Dean's List, Entertainment
Comm., Rally Comm., Young Republi-
cans, Varsity Crew, Intramural Foot-
ball, Soccer and Track.
SHERYL LEIGH BENSON
History and Public Affairs
Kappa Kappa Gamma, Social Chair-
man, Community Service, Publicity
Comm., Social Entertainment Comm.,
Anything Goes, Intramural Tennis,
Basketball and Volleyball.
JAMES WILSON BERRY
History and Business Administration
KATHLEEN BLACKBURN
Behavioral Science
KENNETH DUNCAN BLEAKLY
History and Public Affairs
President Student Association, Mod-
erator Student Assembly, House of
Representatives, Who's Who, Algernon
Sydney Sullivan Award.
DIANE B. BOOKE
Behavioral Science
Chi Omega, Corresponding Secretary,
Civics and Service Chairman, House
Council, University of Hartford.
BARBARA KAY BOWEN
English
Phi Mu, Pledge Trainer, Concert Choir,
Camelot, Man Of La Mancha, The
Dutchman, Dames At Sea, Little Mur-
ders, Rollins Singers.
PENELOPE P. BRANSCOMB
Behavioral Science
Kappa Alpha Theta, Corresponding
Secretary, Purchase Fund Chairman,
Chaplain, Chorale, Choir, Campus
Guide, Student Court, Phi Society,
Libra, Pi Gamma Mu, Who's Who,
Sandspur, Counselor, National Merit
Scholar, Honors Program, President's
List, Dean's List, Sigma Phi Epsilon
Sweetheart, Camelot, Anything Goes.
ANONA R. BULLED
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JOHN HENRY CASTINGS
MARY ANN CHANCE
Theatre Arts
MARGARET EDITH CHAPIN
Art
WALTON CHILDS
Economics and Business Administra-
tion
EDWARD SMITH CHRISTIE
English
JAMES GOULD CLEMENTS
History and Public Affairs
DANA R. CONSLER
History and Business Administration
Lambda, President, Scholarship Chair-
man, Dean's List, Self-Study Comm.,
IFC, Student Court, Resident Advisor,
Counselor, Who's Who, Varsity Golf,
Intramural Soccer, Ping Pong, Bowling
and Golf.
STEPHEN LEE COOGAN
Economics
Sigma Nu, Rush Chairman, The
House, Student Assembly, IFC, Dean's
List, Intramural Football, Soccer, Bas-
ketball and Softball.
LUCY SHEPHERD COOK
Behavioral Science
Kappa Alpha Theta, Social Chairman,
President's List, Dean's List, Com-
munity Service.
LINDA LEE COOPER
English
• »
* 1 • • *
MARGARET L. COOPER
Math
Kappa Kappa Gamma, R Book Editor,
R Club, Sandspur, Varsity Tennis, In-
tramural Softball and Basketball.
SARAH ELLEN COUZENS
History and Public Affairs
Kappa Kappa Gamma
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ROBERT EMMET CROWE
History and Public Affairs
ANN ROLLINS CROWTHER
English
DIEGO DE LA GUARDIA
Economics
Phi Delta Theta, Student Center Pres-
ident, Films Comm., Chairman, Who's
Who, Algernon Sydney Sullivan
Award, Pi Gamma Mu, President,
Academics Objectives Comm., Library
Comm.
NEIL JAY DENTZER
Behavioral Science
Educational Entertainment Comm.,
Cleveland State Transfer.
PETER LENIHAN DERBY
Theatre Arts
DEREK V. DINKLER
History and Public Affairs
Art
Art
TERRY R. DONALDSON
PATRICIA ANN DOWLING
"Partly cloudy and little temperature
change tomorrow".
MARCIA COLVIN FOX
Elementary Education
Chi Omega, Secretary, Chorale, Dean s
List, Young Republicans, Student As-
sembly, House Council Chairman,
College Seminar, Publicity Comm.
CHRISTOPHER LEE FUSCO
History and Public Affairs
Lambda, IFC, Student Court, Varsity
Baseball, Intramural Football and Ten-
nis.
STANLEY CLAGUE GALE
Economics and Business Administra-
tion
MARLENE GAVEL
English
LAWRENCE PATRICK GOODE
History and Public Affairs
DONALD GRANT
English/History
JAMES PHILIP GRIFFIN
History and Public Affairs
Independent, Holt Hall Council, Earth
Day Comm., Young Democrats, Presi-
dent, Rules Comm., Intramural Foot-
ball, Softball, Bowling.
CYNTHIA G. GRUBBS
English
Kappa Alpha Theta, Student Court
Chairman, Rules Comm., Community
Life Comm., Standards Comm., Adhoc
Biafran Relief Comm., Speakers Bu-
reau, Campus Planning Comm., Sand-
spur, Resident Advisor, Queen of
Hearts, Baroque Ensemble, Algernon
Sydney Sullivan Award, Who's Who,
National Student Register, Man Of La
Mancha, Camelot, The Devils, Dames
At Sea, Midsummer Night's Dream,
Marat/Sade, Flea In Her Ear.
MARTHA LENDON HAMILTON
Art
Kappa Alpha Theta, President, Rush
Chairman, Art Guild Chairman, Stu-
dent Court, Community Service, Sand-
spur, Algernon Sydney Sullivan
Award, Who's Who, Intramural Bas-
ketball Softball and Volleyball.
SALLY C. HANSEN
English and Business Administration
Alpha Phi, House Council, Social
Chairman, Chapel Belles, Dean's List.
AMY LOUISE HARMON
Art
Chi Omega, Secretary, Rush Chair-
man, Social Chairman, X Club Tong
Trophy, Rules Comm., House Council,
Publicity Comm., Art Guild, Rally
Comm., Miss Rollins Contest, Intra-
mural Tennis, Volleyball, Basketball,
Softball, War Canoe.
JEREMY HARTLEY
Art
Sigma Phi Epsilon, Kappa Alpha Or-
der, Social Member, President's List,
Dean's List.
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NANCY ANNE HICKS
Elementary Education
JANIS EMILY HIRSCH
Theatre Arts
JANETTE LOUISE HOPKINS
Behavioral Science
Kappa Alpha Theta, Inter Fraternity
,
Relations Chairman, House President,
Cheerleader, Publicity Comm. Chair-
man, Community Service, Campus
Guide, Rally Comm., Camelot, Any-
thing Goes, Dean's List.
JANET ELLEN HOWELL
Music
Alpha Phi, Scholarship Chairman,
House Council President, Rules
Comm., Campus Guide, Choir, Cho-
rale, Rollins Singers, Music Guild,
Chapel Reader, HMS Pinafore, Intra-
mural Basketball and Softball.
LEROY JAMESON
History and Public Affairs
Kappa Alpha Order, Phi Theta Kappa
Choir, Rollins Singers, Man Of Lc
Mancha, A Flea In Her Ear, Horse Oj
A Different Color, Dames At Sea, Bare
foot In The Park, The Visit.
ANNA LYNNE JAMISON
Behavioral Science
Gamma Phi Beta, President, University
of Florida Transfer.
CHARLES JANVIER III
History and Public Affairs
FRANK FORD JENKINS
Philosophy
CRAIG ALLAN JOHNSON
History and Public Affairs
ROBERT C. KHOURI
Economics
Sigma Phi Epsilon, Vice-President,
Social Chairman, Sailing Club, Intra-
mural Soccer and Badminton.
JOAN E. KING
Behavioral Science
Kappa Kappa Gamma, Rules Comm.,
House Council, Lasell Junior College
Transfer.
GILBERT FOX KLEIN, JR.
History and Public Affairs
Phi Delta Theta, OOOO, Who's Who,
Algernon Sydney Sullivan Award, Pub-
lications Union, President's Director-
ate, Student Assembly, Sandspur Edi-
tor, Chapel Staff, Curriculum Comm.,
College Senate, Student-Faculty-Ad-
ministration Council, Special Projects
Comm. Chairman, Campus Planning
Comm. Chairman, President Freshmen
Class.
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PATRICIA KNIGHT
Behavioral Science
DIANA DESPARD KNOTT
French
VALERIE ANN KOZELSKI
Math
Phi Mu, Vice-President, Student As-
sembly, Counselor.
NANCY LUCILE LAFFERTY
Kappa Alpha Theta, Corresponding
Secretary, Rollins Players, Anything
Goes, Community Service, Dean's List.
RONALD ELVIN LAGUE
Economics
Sigma Nu, Student Court, Varsity Ten-
nis, All American Status, Intramural
Ping Pong and Swimming.
ANNE M. LAMBRIGHT
History and Public Affairs
Kappa Kappa Gamma, Student Center,
Panhellenic Corresponding Secretary,
Traffic Court, Resident Advisor, Com-
munity Service, Pi Gamma Mu, Dean's
List, President's List.
STEPHEN LANDERS
Economics and Business Administra-
tion
NANCY HAMILTON LAWSON
Theatre Arts
Theta Alpha Phi, Rollins Players, Hair,
The Tiger, Man Of La Mancha, Horse
Of A Different Color, You Can't Take
It With You, Dames At Sea, Set Design
for Taste Of Honey and Firebugs, Di-
rector-Stop The World, I Want To Get
Off.
KATHARINE ANNE LAWTON
Music
Alpha Phi, Vice-President, Who's Who,
Libra, Choir, Chorale, Music Guild,
PAC, Educational Entertainment
Comm., Bach Choir, Hutchins Music
Award, DeCourcey Music Award, Cam-
pus Guide, YAF, Chapel Reader, Ves-
pers Speaker, Rep. to FSMEA, Florida
Symphony Operas, Barking Pussycat,
Susannah, Rigoletto, Little Red Riding
Hood, and Camelot, HMS Pinafore and
The Devils.
TONG HOON LEE
Math
ROBERT V. LEIGHTON III
Art
DIANNE MARTIN LEWIS
Theatre Arts
President's List, Dean's List, Theta
Alpha Phi, President, Rollins Players,
Vice-President, Camelot, The Dutch-
man, Prime Of Miss Jean Brodie, The
Bald Soprano, Blood Wedding, The
Killing Of Sister George, Private Lives,
You Can t Take It With You, Serpent,
Scuba Duba, Director-Birthday Party.
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RICHARD LEE LIBER
Economics
Sigma Nu, Counselor, Varsity Basket-
ball, Intramural Shot Put Champ.
JAMES COUPER LORD, JR.
History and Public Affairs
MICHAEL DAVID MADONICK
English
Sigma Phi Epsilon, Dean's List, Brush-
ing Editor, Sandspur Literary Editor.
ROBERT MICHAEL MALIS
Language/Math
Tau Kappa Epsilon, Chorale, Choir,
Rollins Singers, Chapel Staff, Student
Assembly Moderator, Counselor, Resi-
dent Advisor, Dean's List, President's
List, Phi Society, ODK President, Hon-
ors Degree Program, Hatton-Lovejoy
Scholarship, Hattie Strong Scholar-
ship, Algernon Sydney Sullivan Award,
Camelot, HMS Pinafore, Intramural
Football and Basketball.
JANET E. MANN
Elementary Education
Alpha Phi, Marshal, Recording Secre-
tary, Assistant Rush Chairman, Rally
Comm. Chairman, Intramural Volley-
ball.
JOHN EDWARD MARSZALEK
History and Public Affairs
Sigma Nu, President, Recorder, Schol-
arship Chairman, Dean's List, Varsity
Baseball, Intramural Football.
BERTRAM T. MARTIN, JR.
Economics and Business Administra-
tion
X Club, President, Rush Chairman,
Student Gov't Rep., Who's Who, Alger-
non Sydney Sullivan Award, Counsel-
or, Resident Advisor, OOOO, Chapel
Staff, President, Chapel Usher, Chapel
Reader, Vespers Speaker, Traffic Court
Chairman, Varsity Crew, Co-Captain,
Intramural Football, Tennis, Swim-
ming and Bowling.
MELISSA MICHAUX MARTIN
Art History
Gamma Phi Beta
VERLIE JANE MAYO
English/History
Alpha Phi, Parlimentarian, House
Council, Student Assembly, Speakers
Bureau, Vice-President, Model United
Nations Team, Debate Team, Delta
Sigma Rho, Tau Kappa Alpha, Young
Republicans, Intramural Archery and
Bowling.
TONI McCAMMON
Elementary Education
CAROLYN C. McGINNIS
Behavioral Science
ROBERT LEE MELLEN III
Economics
Pi Gamma Mu Social Science Honor-
ary, President's List, Dean's List,
Counselor, Student Association Comp-
troller, Finance Comm. Chairman,
Varsity Golf.
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TAYLOR BROOKS METCALFE
History and Business Administration
Lambda, Vice-President, Rush Chair-
man, IFC Rep., Freshmen Class Vice-
President, Young Republicans Presi-
dent, Dean's List, Campus Guide,
Chapel Usher, Student Court, Varsity
Golf, Intramural Bowling.
MARY LOUISE MOFFETT
Elementary Education
Phi Mu, Treasurer, Lab Assistant, Presi-
dent's List, Dean's List.
MARGUERITE P. MONROE
Art
Kappa Alpha Theta, President's List,
Dean's List, Art Guild, Cheerleading
Captain, Brushing Staff, Speakers Bu-
reau, Model United Nations Team, Pep
Club, Modern Dance Club, Sailing
Club, Chapel Reader, Varsity Skiing,
Intramural Basketball and Volleyball.
JOSEPH A. MONSERRAT
French/Spanish
Art Guild, Student Court, Student
Center, Films Comm. Chairman, Spe-
cial Projects Comm. Chairman, Miss
Rollins Comm. Chairman, Young Dem-
ocrats, Who's Who, Jan-Plan in
Martinique, French Programs Abroad,
Secretary.
BYRON MOORE
Behavioral Science
CYNTHIA LAYNE NESKOW
English
Kappa Kappa Gamma
) /
pit jjf
GARY LEE NOVAK
Pre-Medicine
Sigma Phi Epsilon, Corresponding Sec-
retary, Athletic Chairman, Rollins
Players, Lab Assistant, New Hall Ju-
diciary Comm., Intramural Football,
Basketball, Softball and Volleyball.
BERTRAM L. O'NEILL, JR.
Behavioral Science
Lambda, PAC, President's List, Dean's
List, Intramural Soccer, Football and
Tennis.
DIERDRE E. O'NIELL
Elementary Education
Chi Omega, Vice-President, Activities
Chairman, House Council, President's
List, Publicity Comm.
PAMELA ANN PAUL
Elementary Education
DAVID K. PEEBLES
History and Public Affairs
Kappa Alpha Order, Corresponding
Secretary, PAC, President's List, Intra-
mural Soccer, Volleyball.
HUGH G. PETERSEN
Behavioral Science
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MARTHA M. PHILLIPS
English
KAREN IRMA POLLAK
French
Dean's List, Sandspur, Junior Year
Abroad in France.
SHEILA POYNTER
Behavioral Science
ALEXANDER PREZIOSO
Biology
Phi Delta Theta, Pledge Master, Stu-
dent Court, Biology Lab Instructor.
DALE MIGNON PRICE
Art History
Chi Omega, Young Republicans, Edu-
cational Entertainment Comm., Art
Guild, Student Assembly, House Coun-
cil, Campus Guide, Host and Hostess
Comm., Rally Comm., Fine Arts
Comm., Intramural Basketball, Volley-
ball, Softball.
BRUCE SCOTT PUGATCH
Pre Medicine
Biology
MICHAEL REDDY
THOMAS CRAIG REEVES
JOHN WARREN REIMAN
History and Public Affairs
MARGARET ANN RELIGA
Economics and Business Administra-
tion
Pi Gamma Mu, President's List, Dean's
List, Educational Entertainment
Comm.
MARIA ANTONIA REYES
Dean's List.
JO ANNE REYNOLDS
Elementary Education
President's List, Young Republicans.
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FRANK A. RITTI
Mathematics
Sigma Phi Epsilon, Student Gov't,
President, Chapel Choir, President,
Chorale, Rollins Singers, Peter Mac-
Neil Memorial Award, Algernon Syd-
ney Sullivan Award, Who's Who, Pres-
ident's List, Dean's List, Phi Society,
Vespers Comm., President, Chapel
Staff, Chapel Reader, ODK, IFC, New
Hall Residence Staff, Student Court,
Oliver, Camelot, HMS Pinafore.
MICHAEL H. RIX
Economics
Sigma Nu, Counselor, Campus Guide,
Blood Drive, Varsity Baseball, Intra-
mural Tennis, Bowling, Ping Pong,
Track, Swimming.
JAMES W. ROBERTSON
History and Public Affairs
Sigma Nu, Varsity Soccer, Varsity
Baseball.
JANE ANNE ROEDER
Theatre Arts
Phi Mu, Secretary, Rollins Players,
President, Theta Alpha Phi, Theta
Alpha Phi Freshman Award, Presi-
dent's List, Dean's List, Intramural
Volleyball, Summer and Smoke, Amer-
ica Hurrah, Clown Prince of Wander-
lust, The Skin of Our Teeth, The Riv-
als, The Devils, The Prime of Miss Jean
Brodie, Blood Wedding, The Killing of
Sister George, Private Lives, Anything
Goes, The Firebugs, Catonsville Nine,
Scuba Duba, Director-Little Murders.
HOLLY ROGERS
Music
Chapel Choir, Chorale, Dean's List,
HMS Pinafore, MaratlSa.de.
JOHN WILMER ROSS
Economics and Business Administra-
tion
Sigma Nu, Treasurer, Varsity Soccer,
All Conference, Intramural Softball.
JAMES ERIC RUDY
History and Public Affairs
Student Government, Holt Hall House
Council, Housing Staff, Varsity Soccer,
All Conference-FISC, Intramural Soft-
ball, Basketball, Track.
MARTHA ANNE SAMII
History and Public Affairs
WENDY SCHAETZEL
English
Kappa Kappa Gamma, President,
Who's Who, Algernon Sydney Sullivan
Award, Panhellenic, President, New-
man Center, Chapel Staff.
JOAN SCHARFENBERG
Elementary Education
Alpha Phi, President's List, Dean's
List, Baroque Ensemble, Intramural
Volleyball and Softball.
FREDERICK DAVID SCHICK
History and Public Affairs
LYNN L. SCHWEITZER
Art History
Kappa Alpha Theta, Panhellenic Rep.
Art Guild, Publicity Comm.
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DENNY SCOTT
Economics
Independent, R Club, Varsity Basket-
ball, Varsity Crew.
ROBERT W. SELTON, JR.
Economics and Business Administra-
tion
Sigma Nu, Treasurer, Counselor, Res-
ident Advisor, Student Court, Algernon
Sydney Sullivan Award, OOOO, Who's
Who, Student Assembly, College
Reevaluation Committee, Food Service
Committee, Varsity Soccer, All Con-
ference Team, NCAA, Varsity Crew,
Captain.
TUCKER C. SHARPE
Math
TIMOTHY L. SHEA
Philosophy
Independent, Housing Staff, OOOO,
Dean's List, Who's Who, Algernon
Sydney Sullivan Award, Varsity Base-
ball, Varsity Basketball, Captain,
Who's Who Among Student Athletes.
SUSAN E. SHIPLEY
Economics and Business Administra-
tion
LESLIE BETH SHIREN
English
MARGARET G. SMALL
English
PAMELA ELIZABETH SMITH
History and Public Affairs
Phi Mu, Chapel Choir, Chapel Reader,
Rollins Singers, Rollins Players, Oliver,
Camelot, Dames At Sea.
EDWARD ALLEN SUOR
Behavorial Science
Sigma Phi Epsilon, Corresponding Sec.
Rollins Singers, Brass Ensemble, Var-
sity Soccer, Intramural Football, Bas-
ketball, Soccer, Baseball.
GAIL IRENE SUTHERLAND
English
Gamma Phi Beta, House Council, Rules
Committee, Student Assembly, Every
Soul's A Circus.
ANNE RUTH THACHER
English
CYNTHIA THOMAS
Philosophy-Religion
ALICE FAIN THOMPSON
Economics
Chi Omega, Treasurer, Rally Comm.,
Special Projects Comm., Intramural
Basketball, Softball, Volleyball, Bowl-
ing.
JAMES TROCCHI
History and Public Affairs
DAVID TROXEL
Economics and Business Administra-
tion
CARL F. TUKE, JR.
Kappa Alpha Order, Transfer from
Williams, Varsity Golf, Intramural
Football, Basketball, Baseball.
CHRISTIANSEN VON WORMER
Economics and Business Administra-
tion
Tau Kappa Epsilon, Treasurer, Pledge
Trainer, Dean's List, Student Assem-
bly, Community Life Comm., Judicial
Comm. Chairman, Tomokan Photog-
rapher, Intramural Sailing.
JAMES BLAIR WARNER
Behavioral Science
Sandspur, Managing Editor, Dean's
List, Junior Achievement Advisor,
House Council, Student Assembly,
Constitution and Bylaws Comm., In-
tramural Ping Pong, Volleyball, Soccer
and Bowling.
WARREN WEGNER
Economics
X Club, Chapel Usher, IFC Rep. Var-
sity Crew.
JAMES DOUGLAS WELSH
History and Public Affairs
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CYNTHIA RUTH WHITE
History and Public Affairs
Alpha Phi, Dean's List, Phi Society,
Kappa Delta Pi, Professional Standards
and Ethics Comm., College Activities
Comm., Cultural and Current Events
Comm., Young Democrats, President,
Intramural Softball and Volleyball.
GRATTEN LEE WHITE, JR.
History and Public Affairs
CYNTHIA M. WHITMORE
Spanish
Columbian Program, Junior Spanish
Honor.
STOBIE WHITMORE
History and Business Administration
Lambda, Student Assembly, Counselor,
Orientation Director, Young Republi-
cans, Campus Guides Director, Intra-
mural Basketball, Football and
Softball.
NANCY C. WHITNEY
Music
Kappa Alpha Theta, Secretary, Pi
Kappa Lambda, Dean's List, Presi-
dent's List, Arthur Knowles Hutchins
Award, Choir, Chorale, Rollins Singers,
Baroque Ensemble, Chapel Staff, Stu-
dent Court, Student Assembly, Vespers
Comm., Chapel Reader, Vespers!
Reader.
SPENCER WIEDEMANN
Economics and Business Administra-
tion
STEVE WINCHESTER
History and Public Affairs
Sigma Nu, Vice-President, Counselor,
Campus Guide, Young Democrats,
Alumni Contact, JV Basketball, Varsity
Baseball.
KENNETH WYNNE III
History and Public Affairs
GEORGE A. YARNALL
EARL B. YEADAKER III
Elementary Education
There were many who went in
huddled procession,
they \new not whither;
hut, at any rate, success
or calamity
would attend all in equality.
There was one who sought
a new road.
He went into direful thic\ets,
and ultimately
he died thus, alone;
hut they said he had courage.
Stephen Crane
LENNI ISABEL YESNER
Art
Kappa Kappa Gamma, Art Guild, Sail-
ing Club, Dean's List, President's List,
Student Court, Fine Arts Chairman,
Community Service, Coffee House
Comm., PAC, Varsity Bowling, Water
Skiing, Intramural Softball, Basketball,
Tennis, Volleyball, Swimming.
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JUNIORS
Debbie Barrett
Wendy Bartlett
Thomas Bearden
Boland Blake
Andrea Boissy
Patiste Bronos
Douglas Brown
James Burnette
Linda Buttrey
Alex C alder
Ellen Caldwell
Mary Carr
James Cathcart
Pat Chilcote
James Christopher
Barbara Clements
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Raymond Clift
Archie Mae Colbert
Barry Coombs
Sam Crosby
Laura Crutchfield
David Cudlipp
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Boyd Darling
Timothy Davella
Felton Davis
Richard Dayton
Sandra Dick
Peter Dyson
^^^^^^^ *i
Cathy Ensign
Ricky Esteves
Robert Fagan
Gary Fountain
John Fuini
Scott Galloway

David McComb
Sherryl McGee
Susan Meade
Deborah Mello
Gregory Mercer
Helen Metcalfe
George Miller
Maurice Moore
Mercedes Moreno
Ann Morison
Christopher Murray
James Naramore
Nancy Nicholson
Sharon Nivens
Sherry Oliver
Stephen Page
Elaine Pauly
Chris Peers
Elizabeth Ransome
Thomas Ratliff
Patricia Ross
Ervin Russell
Karen Schattner
Nancy Schweickert
Lorraine Shaker
Carol Shelly
Jacque Shuttleworth
Scott Sindelar
Pamela Sisson
John Slagle
Janet Smith
Steve Smith
Ron Soldo
Sharon Steidley
Donna Stein
Peter Stephens
Peter Stroh
Kim Tuell
Randy Tuttle
Peter Viering
Joseph Wiedenmayer
William Wiedl
Cassandra Williams
Rand Wilson
Martha Withers
Christine Wopat
Jim Worthing
Claudia Wray
Randy Xenakis
Tom Yurchenco
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SOPHOMORES
Sue Allison
Deborah Anderson
Jean Anderson
Sarah Anness
Catherine Apple
Cindy Aukerman
John Bandy
Barbara Barnard
Melanie Bateman
Leslie Bearce
Cynthia Benkiser
Donald Best
Barbara Beug
Bob Birdsong

Scott Farrow
Davis Fitzhugh
William Freeman
Katherine Garlington
Mary Ann Geiger
Ann Gibbons
Gail Giesecke
Mary Gleason
Edward Gonczy
Karen Grady
Philip Gray
Meredith Green
Joseph Grigg
Diana Gronsdahl
Theresa Hackett
Scott Hall
Christina Hames
Catherine Hammett
Ivan Harlow
Maurice Harris
Timothy Hayes
Carol Henshaw
Vicki Hiatt
Janet Hiles
Jane Isensee
Debbie Jamieson
Doris Jenkins
Carey Ketchum
Hedwig Kimmons
Barbara Krussman
Jane Kuntz
Bryan Lavine
Raymond LeFort
Pat Lindsey
Kay Macalonan
Albert Marekwald
James McAvity
Karen McMillin
Robert McNally
Jennifer McNutt
Bob Meekley
Patricia Miller
Greg Morris
Lee Morris
Robert Morrison
William Murphy
Robert Nadeau
Blair Neller
Roy Newman
Adele Nicony
Ted Nye
Darcy Olesen
Boies Penrose
Michael Perry
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Clifford Peters
Suzanne Petersen
Helen Port
Barbara Postell
James Prescott
Margie Preston
Buddy Price
Robert Quinn
Gary Rankin
Marion Raymond
Corinthia Rice
Stephen Ripley
Jay Robertson
Kenneth Robinson
Caryn Rodman
Mary Sandstrom
Anna Santilli
Patrice Sater
John Schert
Margaret Scholtz
John Shapiro
Abbie Sheeran
Steve Shepherd
Herbert Sheppard
Walter Simons
Caroline Smith
Margaret Smylie
Cathi Spain
Mary Springer
Kay Stanly
Scott Steelman
James Strathern
Michael Straus
Marilyn Swesnik
Michael Tarter
Robert Taylor
Linn Terry
Frances Thew
Claudia Thomas
Andrea Thompson
Chris Tully
Carol Van Deusen
Adis Vila
Helen Walter
David Watson
Jon Weiss
James Wheatley
Marian White
Richard Whitley
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FRESHMEN
Julie Alfe
Mary Henninger
71
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Richard Agid
Ken Agronin
Peter Alfond
Gaetana Anastasi
Andrew Arluck
Mary Armstrong
Robert Armstrong
Mel Arnold
Yana Arnold
Rdell Austin
James Backer
Eleanor Bacmeister
Annell Bagge
Eleanor Baker
Ellen Bale
Oliver Bardes
Deborah Barnett
Donna Barsamian
Linda Battisti
Susan Bear
Peter Becker
Polly Bell
Pam Benjamin
John Bennett
Karen Benson
Andree Berizzi
Emily Berry
Linda Bickett
Allison Biggers
Bob Bellamy
Martha Bixler
A. H. Blizzard
Richard Blundell
Amado Bobadilla
David Boone
Jasper Boone
Steve Bowman
Rebeckah Boyett
Elizabeth Bradley
Thomas Brown
Helen Browning
Pat Brunner
Paula Bryder
Beverly Buckley
Milbre Burch
Van Burnhan
James Calais
Greg Calvert
Peter Cameron
David Candee
Lucy Capehart
Beth Carney
Edward Chianese
Nancy Christensen
J. C. Clark
Connie Clay
Debby Coleman
Aaron Collins
Nancy Collins
Karen Conrad
Celeste Corbitt
Robert Coyne
Anne Crichton
Mark Crockett
Leigh Crowe
Brian Crownover
Julie Curtis
Tony Dale
Edward Danowitz
Richard Davidson
Sally Davis
Margarita Delgado
Holly De Keyser
Dorothy Demayo
Dan Demenocal
Robert Dewald
Charles Digges
Jeff Dresch
Julie Dressier
Leonard Eaton
Doug Eggert
Janet Ellis
Richard Ellis
Pete Everest
Phil Ewald
Valerie Fakess
Melanie Farley
Joshua Feldstein
Raymond Fickett
Kim Flagstad
Ann Flint
Sue Fortuna
Douglas Foster
Carol Fulwiler
Stephen Gabbard
Delina Gaitan
Lucia Garcia Iniquez
Jeffrey Gardner
Scott George
Rarbara Giardini
Joseph Gibson
Mary Gilbert
Phillip Goldcamp
Fulton Gordon
Cheryl Grady
Jodelle Gross
Dane Guzowski
Jerome Hall
Tanni Hall
Margot Hallberg
Caroline Hammond
Dan Harris
Christelle Harrod
Pamela Hartford
Dan Harvey
Carol Hayden
Steven Heffner
Richard Hildreth
David Holden
Jeffrey Hubbard
Robert Hunter
Alison Hurd
Wendy Huston
Guy Irving
Robert Janukowicz
Gary Jenkins
Doug Jennings
Migonne Jones
Frank Joseph
Ruth Mary Kay
Kathleen Keating
Virginia Keeffe
Patrice Kelley
Mary Kellogg
Martha King
Maria Kingsley
Barbara Kriesel
Tigger Kronauer
Nancy Kyle
Alexa Laggren
Veronica Lai
Christ Lammers
Robert Lampp
Pam Lander
Garry Lane
Tod Laudonia
Fred Lauten
Mary Law
Clark Leming
Beth Lincks
Janis Liro
Carol Littell
Cathy Long
Jane Long
Mary Lowell
Cliff Luty
Charles Lytle
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Don Mackiernan
Carolyn Mackintosh
Ann Maddox
Jacqueline Malapert
Jane Marks
Brenda Martin
Edward Masland
Paul Matheny
Jennifer Matthews
Stephen McAuliff
Chris McCormick
Pamela McFall
Alisa McKee
Craig Mello
Glenn Miller
Jacqueline Miller
Kathy Miller
Geoffrey Milner
Kate Moore
Linda Moore
Natalie Moore
Thomas Moore
Gwendolyn Morris
Craig Morrison
Jane Mullendore
Jonette Muszynski
Steve Mutschler
Darby Neptune
Wells Newell
Deborah Newsam
Tommy Newton
Kenneth Nolen
James Norris
Theodore Northrup
William O'Connor
Jeff Oetjen
John Ourisman
Berkley Parmelee
Ann Passino
Bonnie Patterson
Mary Peterson
Margaret Petrosky
Ward Pendleton
Patricia Pfingst
Arthur Plant
Nancy Platzer
Janice Plimpton
Joel Poretsky
Lorraine Powell
Susan Powell
Gayle Prince
Greg Pulley
Lucy Pulling
Diana Pund
Cynthia Purcell
Edward Putnam
Charles Race
Joanne Rambone
Robert Reed
Jean Reisinger
Kenneth Rembert
Kim Reniska
Nancy Reynolds
Phillip Richard
Pamela Rickey
Linda Riva
Steele Roberts
William Robinson
George Robison
Cathy Rosenthal
Sherry Rowland
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Stanley Rubini
Robert Russo
Bill Sanderson
Nona Saphirstein
Christopher Schmitt
Kathryn Schumacher
Kathy Schwartz
Mina Schwartz
Debbie Scogin
John Segura
Rodney Sewell
Cindy Shelton
Stacey Sherman
Elizabeth Shields
Donald Shuck
Kathy Slaybaugh
Peter Smit
Brad Smith
Frank Smith
Gail Smith
Tamara Soliman
Mark Solter
Stephen Spahr
Kathy Speck
Diane Spencer
Marion Sproul
John Steele
Fred Steiwer
Cassandra Stiles
Richard Stone
Laurie Strehl
Robert Sullivan
Nancy Thompson
Karen Thrun
John Tolfree
Richard Toscano
Gerald Tremblay
Terry Truscott
Peter Turnbull
Stuart Van Arsdale
Cheryl Vaughn
Joe Videtta
Susan Waddell
Cheryl Waldon
Cynthia Ward
Pierce Ward
Pat Watson
Brad Webb
John Webb
Michael Wedge
Peter Welch
Carol Werblin
Linda Wert
Susan Whealler
Jan Willems
Gloria Williams
Pat Williams
Mary Willingham
Peter Wilson
Davis Wismar
Susan Wolf
Judy Wommack
Bernie Wroble
Robin Wunderlich
Gail Young
Madelyn Young
Stephen Young
William Young
Kathy Zellinger
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ORIENTATION
Sometimes I wish that I were still just a paperboy
bac\ in Oklahoma City; where my problems were only
thic\ papers, rain and cold weather, a few mean dogs,
a couple of grouchy people, and porches 1 couldn't hit
from the sidewal\.
Mason Williams
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CRUMMER
Mark Aspinwall
Brizio Biondi-Morra
Ravinder Chawla
Robert Christie
Jeff Collier
Peter Dahl
Mark Freidinger
Tim Gibbons
Charles Hawley
Lee Hildenbiddle
Eppa Hunton
John Jeter
Howard Kane
Gary Kilmer
John Kirouac
Geoffrey Longstaff
John Osmer
Robert Sams
Brian Smith
Frank Valenti
Jeff Wenham
SONG OF A MAN WHO HAS COME THROUGH
Not I, not I, but the wind that blows through me!
A fine wind is blowing the new direction of Time.
If only I let it bear me, carry me, if only it carry me!
If only I am sensitive, subtle, oh, delicate, a winged gift!
If only, most lovely of all, I yield myself and am borrowed
By the fine, fine wind that ta\es its course through the chaos
of the world
Li\e a fine, an exquisite chisel, a wedge-blade inserted;
If only I am \een and hard li\e the sheer tip of a wedge
Driven by invisible blows,
The roc\ will split, we shall come at the wonder, we shall
find the Hesperides.
Oh, for the wonder that bubbles into my soul,
I would be a good fountain, a good well-head,
Would blur no whisper, spoil no expression.
What is the \noc\ingl
What is the \noc\ing at the door in the night?
It is somebody wants to do us harm.
No, no, it is the three strange angels.
Admit them, adynit them.
D. H. Lawrence
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First Row. Chris Schmitt, George Yarnall, Billy Barker, Bob Selton, Jim Rudy, Chip Janvier, Steve McAullif, Bob DeWald,
Peter Everest, Ennis Berker, Geoff Milner, Buster Steinmeir. Second Row. Randy McFall, Jeff Gardner, Bill Sanderson, Jim
Vastyan, John Shapiro, John Ross, Jeff Fischer, Rob Flannery, Sandy Gordon, John Heathcote, Bob Birdsong, John Borden,
Larry Hauser. Third Row. Jerry Hall, Gary Jenkins, Harold Hoegberg, Stan Gale, Doug Welsh, Peter Cameron, Bob St. Lawrence,
George Whipple, Bruce Barnhill, Tim Merrigan, Mark Crockett, Bill Hudgins, Tod Marsh.

George Yarnall Bruce Barnhill



86 Liz and Bill Shetter
Dwight Ely 87
88
Gigi Corbeil, Eric Bagnall and Leza Harrison
Greg Litton 89
Timothy Shea


Coach Boyd Coffie 93
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Denny Scott Alan Burnette and Dwight Higgs
Standing: Denny Scott, Alan Burnette, David Erickson, Neil Kerr, Steele Roberts, Dwight Higgs. Kneeling:
Steve Callif, Bob McNally, John Hegarty, Lonworth Butler, Timothy Shea, Bernie Wroble. Sitting: Charles Morton,
Kim Tuell, Mike Ford, Marcus Wilson, Anon Thomas, Frank Bucci.
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Standing: Davis Wismar, Steve Hall, Pete Becker, Colt Ward, Bert Martin, Lee Shepherd, Wally Camber, Peter
Viering, Herb Sheppard, Bill Bandell, Dave Kidd, Roy Newman, Roland Blake. Kneeling Bob BarnhiU i>cott
Croly, Arthur Plant, Ted Connor, Geoff Milner, Stephen Bowman, Brian Tamoney, Orlando Santiago, bill Young,
Tim Hayes, Bob Selton, Snowden Smith, Dan Harris.




Doug Welsh John Lowman
Ann Flint

Left Side, Front to Back: Ellen Bale, Robin Wunderlich, Laurie Crutchfield, Connie
Morton, Jo Jo Oshins, Jane Marks, Linda Eberly. Right Side, Front to Back: Cis
Kibler, Anne Crichton, Ann Flint, Linda Wert, Bev Buckley, Liz Bradley, Coach
Betty Pratt.
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Standing: Todd Marsh, Steve Winchester, Dick Blackwell, Mike Rix, Jack Goetz, Dan Kirkwood, Rich Magner,
Victor Zollo, Jim Trocchi, Dan Kinney, Tom Moore, Kim Tuell. Kneeling: Jim Calais, Bill O'Connor, Larry
Stinson, Tom Austin, Frank Smith, Dave Merullo, Clifford Wilson, Jack Fuini, Robert Coons, Dick Mildreath,
Richard Toscano, William Campbell, Marc Flaherty.

Left to Right: Robert Russo, Phil Goldcamp, Dane Guzowski, Bob Fagan, Joe Videtta, Bill Murphy, Pat Coffey,
Robert Quinn, Rob Mellen, Fred Schick, Taylor Metcalfe, Ray Fickett, Maury Moore, Carl Tuke. 109
Left to Right. Mary Carr, Kathy Schumacher, Nancy Platzer, Mary Hartkins, Brenda Bradshaw, Pat Williams.





INTRAMURAL SOCCER
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A man should be in the world as though he were not in it, so
that it will he no worse because of his life. His obligation may not be
to ma\e "a better world," but the world certainly requires of him
that he ma\e it no worse. That, at least, was a mans moral circum'
stance before he began his ruinous attempt to "improve" on the
creation; now, perhaps, he is under an obligation to leave it better
than he found it, by undoing some of the effects of his meddling and
restoring its old initiatives—by ma\ing his absence the model of his
presence.
Wendell Berry
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I Went Out to the Sun
I went out to the sun
where it burned over a desert willow
and getting under the shade of the willow
I said
It's very hot in this country
The sun said nothing so I said
The moon has been tal\ing about you
and he said
Well what is it this time
She says it's her own light
He threw his flames out so far
they almost scorched the top of the willow
Well I said of course I dont \now
The sun went on and the willow was glad
I found an arroyo and dug for water
which I got muddy and then clear
so I dran\ a lot
and washed the salt from my eyes
and ta\ing off my shirt
hung it on the willow to dry and said
This land where whirlwinds
walking at noori in tall columns of dust
ta\e stately turns about the desert
is a very dry land
So I went to sleep under the willow tree.
When the moon came up it was cold
and reaching to the willow for my shirt
I said to the moon
Tou ma\e it a pretty night
so she smiled
A night lizard rattled stems behind me
and the moon said
I see over the mountain
the sun is angry
?\[ot able to see him I called and said
Why are you angry with the moon
since all at last must be lost
to the great vacuity
A. R. Ammons
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ADMINISTRATION
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DEAN OF
THE COLLEGE
Upper Left. J. Allen Norris
DIRECTOR OF
DEVELOPMENT
Upper Right. Fred Hicks
VICE-
PRESIDENT
AND
TREASURER
Left. Charles Zellers
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DEAN OF
STUDENT
AFFAIRS
Right. Ronald Pease
DIRECTOR OF
ADMISSIONS
Lower Left. Richard Stabell
ASSOCIATE
DEAN OF
STUDENT
AFFAIRS
Lower Right. Ross Ann Jenny
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DIRECTOR OF
PUBLIC
RELATIONS
Upper Left. LaRue Boyd
DEAN OF THE
CRUMMER
SCHOOL
Upper Right. Charles Welsh
DEAN OF THE
CHAPEL
Left. Theodore Darrah
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SCHOOL
PHOTOG -
RAPHER
Right. Lyman Huntington
PURCHASING
Lower Left. Gloria Smith, C.E
Peeples, Betty Kuller.
BOOKSTORE
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LIBRARY
Left. First Row: Lorena Graham,
Muriel Hamilton, George Larson
(head), Jane Fletcher, Evelyn
Draper. Second Row: Carolyn
MeFarland, Lynne Phillips, Kath-
leen Reich, Elizabeth Beall, Cath-
erine Ford, Louise Eberle, Bernice
Robinson. Third Row: Sue McGin-
nis, Alice Neil, Elizabeth Pastori-
no, Mary Vanderbeck, Claire Kent,
Margaret Duer, Kendall Wight-
man.
Woody Guthrie
Hard man born of hard times
Lean and leathery wanderer
See\er of songs of the sun and earth
And the hand and the heart
Pour proud poet of the wording man
Ballad ma\er of the dust bowl days
Singer of Victory Songs
Singer of Brotherhood and Peace
Singer of America s silence
Mason Williams
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FACULTY
EDUCATION
Lower Left. Wesley Blanick, Larry
Cotanche, Marshall Wilson (head),
Virginia Stevens, Nelson Glass.
ART
Upper Right. Ronald Larned, Hal-
lie Lu Hallam, Ronald Thompson,
Thomas Peterson (head).
BIOLOGY
Lower Right. Sitting: Ruth Sand-
strom, Paul Vestal, Louise Racey
Standing: Edward Scheer (head),
Carl Sandstrom, David Smith,
Francis Byers, David Richard.
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ECONOMICS
Lower Left. Sitting: Wayne Hales,
Alice Neil, David Epley. Standing:
Charles Welsh (head), Charles
Jorgensen, Donald Hill, David
Etzold, William Legg, Burn Smith,
Ross Evans.
ENGLISH
Upper Right. First Row: Cary Ser,
Edward Cohen. Second Row: Phil-
ip Pastore, Alan Nordstrom,
Charles Mendell, Steve Phelan.
Third Row: Marion Folsom (head),
Leah Koontz, Ada Haylor, Wilbur
Dorsett.
MATH
Lower Right. John Bowers (head),
Ralph Naleway, Alexandra Skid-
more, Raymond Roth.
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The Jewel
There is this cave
In the air behind my body
That nobody is going to touch:
A cloister, a silence
Closing around a blossom of fire.
When I stand upright in the wind,
~My bones turn to dar\ emeralds.
James Wright
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HISTORY
AND PUBLIC
AFFAIRS
Lower Left. First Row: Norman
Gilbert, Charles Edmondson, Bar-
ry Levis, Jack Lane (head). Second
Row: Henrietta Raymond, Rhea
Smith, Eleanor Mitchell.
THEATRE
ARTS AND
SPEECH
Upper Right. Florence Butler, An-
thony Mendez, Charles Rodgers,
Dale Amlund, Ginger Mitchell,
David Gawlikowski .
. . and Robert
'Juergens (head).
CHEMISTRY
Lower Right. Erich Blossey,
George Cochran, Thomas Halgren,
Herbert Hellwege (head).
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Close-up
Are all these stones
yours
I said
and the mountain
pleased
but reluctant to
admit my praise could move it mv.ch
shoo\ a little
and rained a windrow ring of stones
to show
that it was so
Stonefelled I got
up addled with dust
and shoo\
myself
without much consequence
Obviously I said it doesn't pay
to get too
close up to
greatness
and the mountain friendless wept
and said
it couldn't help
itself.
A. R. Ammons
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FOREIGN
LANGUAGE
Upper Left. Frank Sedwick (head),
Peter Bonnell, Patricia Lancaster,
Edward Danowitz, Elinor Miller,
Bessie Stadt, Lynn Terrett.
BEHAVIORAL
SCIENCE
Lower Left. James McLeod, Arthur
Jones, Rodger Ray, James Upson
(head), John Weiss, Carol Burnett.
PHYSICAL
EDUCATION
Upper Right. Harry Meisel, Gor-
don Howell, Virginia Mack, Boyd
Coffie, Paul Harris, Norm Cope-
land, Peggy Jarnigan, Joseph Jus-
tice.
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Stephanie Kass
Faces seen once are seen
To jade from around one feature,
Leaving a chin, a scar, an expression
Forever in the air beneath a streetlight,
Glancing in boredom from the window
Of a bus in a country town,
Showing teeth for a moment only,
All of which die out of mind, except
One silver one.
Faces seen once change always
Into arid out of each other:
An eye you saw in Toulon
Is gazing at you down a tin drainpipe
Tou played with as a dull child
In Robertstown, Georgia.
James Dickey
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THE CRADLE TRAP
A bell and rattle,
a smell of roses,
a leather Bible,
and angry voices . . .
They say, I love you.
They shout, Tou must!
The light is telling
terrible stories.
But night at the window
whispers, T^ever mind.
Be true, be true
to your own strange \ind.
Louis Simpson
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AFTERHOOH SLEEP
1 was descending from the mountains of sleep.
Asleep I had gazed east over a sunny field,
And sat on the running board of an old Model A.
I awo\e happy, for I had dreamt of my wife,
And the loneliness hiding in grass and weeds
That lies near a man over thirty, and suddenly enters.
When Joe Sjolie grew tired he sold his farm,
Even his bachelor roc\er, and did not come bac\.
He left his dog behind in the cob shed.
The dog refused to ta\e food from strangers.
I drove out to that farm when I awo\e;
Alone on a hill, sheltered by trees.
The matted grass lay around the house.
'When 1 climbed the porch, the door was open.
Inside were old abayidoned boo\s,
And instructions to Norwegian immigrants.
Robert Ely
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THE LOVE SO?iG OF ]. ALFRED PRUFROCK
I
Let us go then, you and I,
When the evening is spread out against the s\y
Li\e a patient etherised upon a table;
Let us go, through certain half'deserted streets,
The muttering retreats
Of restless nights in one-night cheap hotels
And sawdust restaurants with oyster-shells:
Streets that follow l\\e a tedious argument
Of insidious intent
To lead you to an overwhelming question . . .
Oh, do not as\, "What is it?"
Let us go and ma\e our visit.
In the room the women come and go
Talking of ~Michelangelo
.
The yellow fog that rubs its bac\ upon the window-
panes,
The yellow smo\e that rubs its muzzle on the window-
panes
Lic\ed its tongue into the corners of the evening,
Lingered upon the pools that stand in drains,
Let fall upon its bac\ the soot that falls from chimneys,
Slipped by the terrace, made a sudden leap,
And seeing that it was a soft October night,
Curled once about the house, and fell asleep.
And indeed there will be time
For the yellow smo\e that slides along the street
Rubbing its bac\ upon the wiyidow-panes;
There will be time, there will be time
To prepare a face to meet the faces that you meet:
There will be time to murder and create,
And time for all the wor\s and days of hands
That lift and drop a question on your plate;
Time for you and time for me,
And time yet for a hxmdred iyidecisions,
And for a hundred visions and revisions,
Before the taking of toast and tea.
In the room the women come and go
Talking of Michelangelo.
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II
And indeed there will be time
To wonder "Do I dare?" and "Do I dare?"
Time to turn bac\ and descend the stair,
With a bald spot in the middle of my hair—
(They will say: "How his hair is growing thin!")
~M.y morning coat, my collar mounting firmly to the chin,
My nec\tie rich and modest, but asserted by a simple pin-
(They will say: "But how his arms and legs are thin!")
Do I dare
Disturb the universe?
In a minute there is time
For decisions and revisions which a minute will reverse.
For I have \nown them all already, \nown them all-
Have \nown the evenings, mornings, afternoons,
I have measured out my life with coffee spoons;
I \now the voices dying with a dying fall
Beneath the music from a farther room.
So how should I presume?
And I have \nown the eyes already, \nown them all-
The eyes that fix you in a formulated phrase,
And when I am formulated, sprawling on a pin,
When I am pinned and wriggling on the wall,
Then how should I begin
To spit out all the butt-ends of my days and ways?
And how should I presume?
And I have \nown the arms already, \nown them all-
Arms that are braceleted and white and bare
(But in the lamplight, downed with light brown hair!)
Is it perfume from a dress
That ma\es me so digress?
Arms that lie along a table, or wrap about a shawl.
And should I then presume?
And how should I begin?
HI
Shall I say, I have gone at dus\ through narrow streets
And watched the smo\e that rises from the pipes
Of lonely men in shirtsleeves, leaning out of windows'! . .
I should have been a pair of ragged claws
Scuttling across the floors of silent seas.
And the afternoon, the evening, sleeps so peacefully!
Smoothed by long fingers,
Asleep . . . tired . . . or it malingers,
Stretched on the floor, here beside you and me.
Should I, after tea and ca\es and ices,
Have the strength to force the moment to its crisis?
But though I have wept and fasted, wept and prayed,
Though I have seen my head (grown slightly bald
)
brought in upon a platter,
1 am no prophet—and here's no great matter:
I have seen the moment of my greatness flicker,
And 1 have seen the eternal Footman hold my coat, and
snic\er,
And in short, I was afraid.
And ivould it have been worth it, after all,
After the cups, the marmalade, the tea,
Among the porcelain, among some tal\ of you and me,
Would it have been worth while,
To have bitten off the matter with a smile,
To have squeezed the imiverse into a ball
To roll it toward some overwhelming question,
To say: "I am Lazarus, come from the dead,
Come bac\ to tell you all, I shall tell you all'—
If one, settling a pillow by her head,
Should say: "That is not what I meant at all.
That is not it, at all."
And would it have been worth it, after all,
Would it have been worth while,
After the sunsets and the dooryards and the sprinhjed
streets,
After the novels, after the teacups, after the s\irts that
trail along the floor—
And this, and so much morel—
It is impossible to say just what I mean!
But as if a magic lantern threw the nerves in patterns
on a screen:
Would it have been worth while
If one, settling a pillow or throwing off a shawl,
And turning toward the window, should say:
"That is not it at all,
That is not what I meant at all."
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IV
7^p! I am not Prince Hamlet, nor was meant to he;
Am an attendant lord, one that will do
To swell a progress, start a scene or two,
Advise the prince; no doubt, an easy tool,
Deferential, glad to be of use,
Politic, cautious, arid meticulous;
Full of high sentence, but a bit obtuse;
At times, indeed, almost ridiculous—
Almost, at times, the Fool.
1 grow old ... I grow old . . .
I shall wear the bottoms of my trousers rolled.
Shall I part my hair behind? Do I dare to eat a peach?
I shall wear white flannel trousers, and wal\ upon the
beach.
I have heard the mermaids singing, each to each.
I do not thin\ that they will sing to me.
I have seen them riding seaward on the waves
Combing the white hair of the waves blown bac\
When the wind blows the water white and blac\.
We have lingered in the chambers of the sea
By sea-girls wreathed with seaweed red and brown
Till human voices wa\e us, and we drown.
T. S. Eliot
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THE BOOK OF LIES
I'd li\e to have a word
with you. Could we he alone
for a minute? I have been lying
until now. Do you believe
I believe myself? Do you believe
yourself when you believe me? Lying
is natural. Forgive me. Could we be alone
forever? Forgive us all. The word
is my enemy. I have never been alone;
bribes, betrayals. I am lying
even now. Can you believe
that? I give you my word.
fames Tate
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EVERYMAN
I went to the house of Everyman,
I found his woman there.
1 as\ed her, Where is Everyman?
She said, His home is air.
I as\ed her, then, What is he li\e?
She said, T^o woman \nows.
He moaned a little as he crept
beneath my linen clothes.
He lay upon me as a bird,
she said with half disdain.
Why, in the hurry of his wings
he scarcely spo\e my name!
And when he left you, did you grieve?
Oh, no, I scarcely \new . . .
She rose, and to the window moved,
indolent and huge . . .
Then all at once her body bro\e
in two parts, li\e a stone,
and as the savage bird escaped,
It's Everyman, she moaned.
Tennessee Williams
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IN CALIFORNIA
Here I am, troubling the dream coast
With my A[eic Tor\ face,
Bearing among the realtors
And tennis-players my dar\ preoccupation.
There once was an epical clatter—
Voices and banjos, Tennessee, Ohio,
Rising li\e incense in the sight of heaven.
Today, there is an angel in the gate.
Lie bac\, Walt Whitman, there,
On the fabulous raft with the King and the Du\e!
For the white row of the Marina
Faces the Roc\. Turn round the wagons here.
Lie bac\\ We cannot bear
The stars any more, those infinite spaces.
Let the realtors divide the mountain,
For they have already subdivided the valley.
Rectangular city bloc\s astonished
Hertodotus in Babylon,
Cortex in Tenochtitlan,
And here's the same old city-planner, death.
We cannot turn or stay.
For though we sleep, and let the reins fall slac\,
The great cloud-wagons move
Outward still, dreaming of a Pacific.
Louis Simpson
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ADULTHOOD
i usta wonder who i'd be
when i was a little girl in indianapolis
sitting on doctor's porches with post-dawn pre-debs
(wondering would my aunt drag me to church Sunday
)
i was meaningless
and i wondered if life
would give me a chance to mean
i found a new life in the withdrawal from all things
not li\e my image
when i was a teen-ager i usta sit
on front steps conversing
the gym teachers son with embryonic eyes
about the essential essence of the universe
(and other bullshit stuff
)
recognizing the basic powerlessness of me
but then i went to college where i learned
that just because everything i was was unreal
i could be real and riot just real through withdrawal
into emotional crosshairs or colored bourgeoisie intellectual
pretentions
but from involvement with things approaching reality
i could possibly have a life
so catatonic emotions and time wasting sex games
were replaced with functioning commitments to logic and
necessity and the gray area was slowly dar\ened into
a blac\ thing
for awhile progress was being made along with a certain degree
of happiness cause i wrote a boo\ and found a love
and organized a theatre and even gave some lectures on
Blac\ history
and began to believe all good people could get
together and win without bloodshed
then
hammars\jold was \illed
and lumumba was \illed
and diem was \illed
and \ennedy was \illed
and malcolm was \illed
and evers was \illed
and schwerner
,
chaney and goodman were \illed
and liuzzo was \illed
and sto\ely fled the country
and le roi was arrested
and pollard, thompson and cooper were \illed
and \ing was \illed
and \enriedy was \illed
and i sometimes wonder why i didn't become a debutante
sitting on porches, going to church all the time, wondering
is my eye ma\e-up on straight
or a withdrawn discoursing on the stars and moon
instead of a for real Blac\ person who must now feel
and inflict pain
T^iityi Giovanni
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THE SUMMER BELVEDERE
II
I as\ed my kindest friend to guard my sleep.
I said to him, Give me the motionless thic\et of summer,
the velvety cul-de-sac , and quiet the drummer.
I said to him, Brush my forehead with a feather,
not with an eagle's feather, nor with a sparrow's,
but with the shadowy feather of an owl.
I said to him, Come to me dressed in a cloa\ and a cowl,
and bearing a candle whose flame is very still.
Our belvedere loo\s over a brambly hill.
I said to him, Give me the cool white \ernel of summer,
the windless terminal of it, and calm the drummer!
I said to him, Tell the drummer
the rebels have crossed the river and no one is here
but John with the bro\en drumstic\ and half-wit Peg
who shot spitballs at the moon from the belvedere.
Tell the feverish drummer no man is here.
"But what if he doesn't believe me?"
Give him proof!
For there is no lie that contains no part of truth.
And then, with the sort of courage that comes with fever,
the body becoming stic\s that blossom with flame,
the flame for a while obscuring what it consumes,
I twisted and craned to peer in the loftier room—
I saw the visitor there, and him I \new
as my waiting ghost.
The belvedere was blue.
Tennessee Williams
THESE HEROICS
If I had a shining head
and people turned to stare at me
in the streetcars;
and 1 could stretch my body
through bright water
and \eep abreast of fish and water sna\es;
if 1 could ruin my feathers
in flight before the sun;
do you thin\ that I would remain in this room,
reciting poems to you,
and ma\ing outrageous dreams
with the smallest movements of your mouth?
Leonard Cohen
UHCLE
Homer was a ventriloquist;
so drun\, one day he projected his voice
so far it just
\ept going and going (still is).
Joe Ray insisted
Homer was afraid of wor\, but he's
had 130 jobs or more
just recently, he didn't thin\ in terms
of careers.
The family never
cared for Homer
even after
he ginned himself into a wall
and died balling
with a deaf'mute in an empty Kansas City hall.
Joe Ray insisted
Homer would have made a fine dentist
had he \ept his mouth shut; that is,
had he lived. Still is
heard about the house
jiggling glasses,
his devoted astral voice coming bac\.
James Tate 163
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FEAR IS WHAT QUICKENS ME
I.
Many animals that our fathers \illed in America
Had quic\ eyes.
They stared about wildly,
When the moon went dar\.
The new moon falls into the freight yards
of cities in the south,
But the loss of the moon to the dar\ hands of Chicago
Does not matter to the deer
In this northern field.
2.
What is that tall woman doing
There, in the trees?
I can hear rabbits and mourning doves whispering together
In the dar\ grass, there
Under the trees.
3.
I loo\ about wildly.
James Wright
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ALPHA PHI
Interesting year? Perhaps in unique ways.
Helmer, just what did you do fall term that
put you out winter term? . . . Pat and Karen,
how do you explain those strange movements
in the courtyard? . . . Darcy takes Killion
apartment hunting and Killion is founder of
the Alpha Phi Nunery (you know about those
nuns, don't you) ... do it - Shover - do it,
and we do, we do . . . Sweet Sixteen has taken
a liking to milk and those tea-tottling TKE's
. . . Verlie really Doug her 4 pm coetails .
. .
Carsen, just why did you leave the country?
. . . Stein runs a close second to Nancy in
meeting reports . . . Mann plays Mrs. . . .
Fran takes a Pinkerton correspondence course
. . .
Kay harmonizes in Columbia as well as
in the States . . . Howell intends an extended
tour of Naples . . . Krudener flippers out .
. . Everhart, our number one linquist, con-
quered Swahili . . . Kammie becomes Pappa
K . . . Sherry has something to Crowe about
. . . Santil, the Roman interest? . . . Sally
frolics with Crummer kiddies at gametime .
. .
Sabina takes an extra course - Harper's .
. .
White and Hammett have a Capulet fettish
. . . Antje joins the rat patrol . . . Chris -
buried treasure on an island? . . . Yale scholar
gets hooked . . . Sharpie, aren't winter sports
fun? . . . Henshaw, fans always have a habit
of getting you into trouble . . . Carpenter -
surprise, surprise, surprise . . . Marlene is
ATO's new field secretary . . . Lawton - to
the woods, to the woods! . . . can car-o-line
find true happiness as a porno authorist? .
. . Sharon, what do teddy bears do on their
honeymoon? . . . Missy - anarchy for All! .
. .
Battisti - our hard-headed woman! . . . Powell
likes the view from atop Lookout Mountain .
.
. Rambone, is it true small things come in
small packages? .
.
. Whealler and Boyett -
"Damn those peach flavored crackers!" . . .
Christelle sews up the swinger of the year
award
. . . Roo "swings" (plays things) and
does not compete?
. . . Kyle - where's your
bear?
. . . Quick, it's time for bed . . . Miller
looses at Black Jack but wins with White Snipes
. . . Bucker - using suntan lotion in the com-
puter room? ... Hi Debby Jones! - newest
cutie . .
. Sparky Thrun lights the Phi fire
. . . Gail, did you?
.
. . Christensen - doo-doo
award of the year . . . Winter term found K.
D. caked in clay. Law and Flint "Rainy days
and Tuesdays never get you down" . . . Crad-
dock, explain your uncanny agility with saws
and hammers .
. . Capehart, remember that
Freshman year is a great learning experience!
. . . and yes, Odessa, there was a carnival
in Venice last night.
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BETA LAMBDA CHAPTER
1. KAREN GRADY
2. DARCY OLESEN
3. ADIS VILA
4. CATHY HAMMETT
5. KATIE DINNEL
6. JACKIE MILLER
7. LINDA BATTISTI
8. LINDA MOORE
9. MARLENE GAVEL
10. HELEN WALTERS
11. JANET MANN
12. MOLLY BUCHER
13. BECKY BOYETT
14. SUE WHEALLER
15. KAY MACALONAN
16. MISSY ALLGOOD
17. CAROLYN McGINNIS
18. MARY LAW
19. VERLIE MAYO
20. CINDY WHITE
21. JANICE McATEER
22. GAIL YOUNG
23. LAURA CARPENTER
24. FRAN THEW
25. JAN HOWELL
26. LYNNE HENSHAW
27. KATHY KILLION
28. JOAN YALE
29. SALLY HANSEN
30. JOAN RAMBONE
31. NANCY KYLE
32. KAMMY MORRISEY
33. CHRISTY LESCHEN
34. ANNA SANTILLI
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THE GUILD
Ever since its inception two years ago, the
Guild has never had any problem in deter-
mining its "direction." We feel there's just no
use in trying to overcome the force of gravity.
Contrary to campus-wide heresay, however, the
Guild does not happen to be dead. We continue
to thrive, living dangerously from day to day
in the face of student court appearances, meet-
ings with the Dean, 0-8 football seasons, deci-
mation of the ranks, hippie-type morals, intox-
ication of all varieties, lethargy, languor, and
over-all apathy. The torpid troop may even
survive another year of making it as loose
as possible without having it fall apart. (Dave)
We knew it was going to be a big year when
we finally beheld the long-awaited sign hanging
in front of the house; nice work professor. Now
you can use your wood-working skills to repair
your door. Doc F., slightly less outrageous than
Murphy, came down this year with the old
family wagon. "Sure, you can borrow my car
to go to U-Totem - if you put gas in it." Speaking
of motors, Doc, one was all primed and ready
to hum but you bolted. You just can not wait
for these things on a silver platter. Plagued
by colossal rip-offs left and right. Horny lum-
bered through the year in fine form. We'll
award him with a round-trip ticket to Canada
and a fun-filled evening of wholesome enter-
tainment at the Club Juana. Loner used his
pecuniary wizardry to keep the Guild on a
sound financial basis. "Scoring heavily" this
year, Marty ran the gamut from Ranchers to
telephone operators; in between came Dobbers,
Steak and Brewers, and a few vain attempts
with Horny at the Juana. We hear that the
Loner is also working with the State of New
York to establish an OTB hot-line in Orlando.
Adams led us unrelentingly this year, never
throwing in the towel when the chips were
down. In fact, as this volume goes to press,
the incumbent is the overwhelming favorite for
an unprecedented two-year stint at the helm.
Zeising managed to clinch the "dead beat"
award for the year; our gigolo-in-residence broke
the all-time record for sitting in a state of sus-
pended animation. Look for Rick in Life maga-
zine's next spread on "Camping in America."
Neo continues to suffer from the dreaded and
incurable psychopathological condition known
as Dylanomania. Maybe a few hours of therapy
with Bob himself would help Neo to get well.
Perhaps our budding young medico will even
find a cure for the ailment as he continues
his scientific studies. At any rate, he gets a
well-deserved Guildo "pat-on-the-back." Moroc-
co rolled out of his big double bed every morn-
ing only to find a whole day with nothing to
do but string rackets and get henpecked. Hang
in there Mike - we love you. Peter G. Phillips
is proud to announce that he has been desig-
nated the official travel representative in the
States for the Bimini Chamber of Commerce.
Peter had to go as far away as South America
for an entire term to get a rest from the psyche
department here at school. Peter also gets a
friendly Guildo "pat-on-the-back." Joe's clan-
destine plan for a single in the tower after
Peter split really caused quite a hassle. This
frustrated guitarist will probably only find true
happiness in his own recording studio produc-
ing quintuple - tracked cuts with himself on
all instruments. And so dearly beloved we come
upon Charles Perlo whose sense of far-out
humor is matched only by his knowledge of
everything going on around him. This has so
outraged some of Chuck's apathetic protoges
that they sometimes are forced to wham him
around a little but never to the extent of dam-
age to the little fellow. Charlie Brown couldn't
hack the academic load at Maryland so he de-
cided to return to Rollins this year. Charlie
brings back with him a strong bent for Guild
tradition and a genuine desire to return the
house to its once prestigious image on campus.
Ned and his girl friend have been chosen for
LOCAL CHAPTER AND FRIENDS
1. CHARLES PERLO
2.MIKE PETERSON
3. MARK ADAMS
4. SPEEDO BOB CATALANI
5. PETER PHILLIPS
6. JOHN BORDEN
7. JOE WIEDENMAYER
8. DOC FABER
9.TOM JORDAN
10. BRAD SMITH
11. RICH ZEISING
12. ED CHIANESE
13. BOB ENGLAND
the leads in the Broadway production of Hum-
perdinck's Hansel and Gretel. Ned will shortly
be releasing an album entitled, "Shower Songs
for Happy Bathers." Speedo was our second
member in recent years to have a bout with
mono. He'll spend the rest of his life making
up the work he missed in organic chemistry.
At last we come to Dave, the dauntless leader
of the Black-out Platoon. At this printing Dave
is in Colorado, and we really have lost all hope
of ever bringing him down from the ionosphere.
Doc C. gets our special thanks for continually
standing by us when the going got tough. And
finally, our traditional list of those without
whom it never would have been the same: Kay,
Pam, Melissa, Linda, Patty, Maletta, Cindy,
Dorothy, Brad, Ed, Mark, Scott, Mike Del C,
Jock, Dylan, Patrick, Spic, Crash, Jimmer,
Hugh and Tom, Boies, Tom T., George, Bozo,
Bobo E., Mudcat, Bobo C, and Major.
CHI OMEGA
It was a great year for the Chi O's. The
pledges are quickly picking up the Chi O way
of life, which is only exceeded by the actives.
Marcia ran the house with an iron hand,
big stick, and a blindfold, and Wally dropped
by to see Dale. Leslie went Phi Mu and rumor
has it that Mandy has taken up residence in
the Phi Delt house. Diane joined the basketball
team, Claudia's going to be a nun while Diana
took a trip for five months. Amy brought the
boys and girls together. Do Cindy and Deedee
really room together? Lana finally mastered the
combination and Cathy went straight. Will
Alice's roommate please stand up? Pam will
have a car next year and come Saturday morn-
ing Karen will go away with her frog friend.
. . . Joy and Patsy . . . Who did you say Andrea
was dating? Wendy's got a boyfriend! Our spe-
cial thanks to Susie and Fluffy. We're still look-
ing for Jamie and We're sending Deedee a bid.
And to our pledges-Good Luck! Thus we feel
it appropriate to dedicate the following songs:
Alice-'Michael, Row the Boat Ashore"
Diane-'Hair"
Deedee- "Johnny Angel"
Diana- "Strange Days"
Cindy- "Wishin' and Hopin' "
Marcia-"20th Century Fox"
Claudia-"Light My Fire"
Wendy-'Gimme Some Lovin' "
Leslie-"A House is not a Home"
Patsy- 'Beep, Beep"
Joy-"Smoke Gets in Your Eyes"
Lana-"As Long as He Needs Me"
Dale-'Mr. Sandman"
Amy-' Bridge Over Troubled Water"
Jamie-"The Next Plane to London"
Pann-"Smile a Little Smile for Me"
Andrea-"Strangers in the Night"
Cathy-'Come on Down to My Boat Baby"
Mandy-"The Party's Over"
Karen-' Teddy Boy"
The Pledges-Take it as it Comes"
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UPSILON BETA CHAPTER
1. DIANA KNOTT 10. KATHY MILLER 19. KAREN JOHNSON
2. KATHY APPLE 11. SALLY DAVIS 20. CINDY SHELTON
3. LANA DYGERT 12. BETH LINCKS 21. PEGGY PETROSKY
4. LESLIE TARBOX 13. VAL FAKESS 22. JANE MULENDORE
5. MANDY UNRETH 14. MARY GILBERT 23. KATHY SLAYBAUGH
6. JONETTE MUSZYNSKI 15. CINDY ZOLNIER 24. PAM BENJAMIN
7. DEEDE O'NEILL 16. LUCY GARCIA 25. DIANE BOOKE
8. MARIA KING 17. MARCIA FOX 26. ANDREA BOISSY
9. WENDY WALKER 18. RDELL AUSTIN 27. JAMIE HEIGEL
KAPPA ALPHA
ORDER
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ALPHA PSI CHAPTER
1. DON GRANT
2. JOHN STEELE
3. CARTER DYE
4. ARTHUR PLANT
5. DUNCAN EWALD
6. JEREMY HARTLEY
7. PETER STROH
8. HUNT MARCHWALD
9. SAM BELL
10. EUGENIE LA BRANCHE
11. DEREK DINKLER
12. PETER ALFOND
13. JAMES CLEMENTS
14. FRANK KISSEL
15. DAVE PEEBLES
16. MICHAEL PERRY
17. CARL TUKE
18. CHARLES STRAKOSCH
19. JOHN WEBB
20. TED NORTHRUP
21. RICHARD DAYTON
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KAPPA ALPHA
THETA
Lendon - Our No. 1 Lendo. You love National,
but why are we always in trouble?
Hopkins - From Sigma Nu Sweetheart to the
Mystic Maiden Jan gave her "Lee-way"
Maris - Maris is minding the flock with the
Sheppard.
Lafferty - How do you like em, tall and thin?
Weenie - Have your teeth moved yet?
Shipley - Outwitting all the boys in Crummer?
Penny - The future Mrs. Berry.
Marguerite - Sandwich Man is here!
Pam Paul - If she didn't have Carter's little
pills she'd "Dye!"
Bobby Clements - Who needs beer for cheer
when Mat is near.
N. Wentsel - toys in her head! Will that be
spaghetti or lasagna?
Claudia Wray - Always doing our community
service.
Pooh - Who said parting is such sweet sorrow.
Lyle - Kentucky woman between Lisa and
Blondie, they'll run Pete's dry!
Port - Watch those trips to Jacksonville!
Can we run through that tap dance routine
once more?
Lin Terry - Delicious
Anderson (D.) - The honorary Sig-Ep social
chairman, beach parties anyone?
B. Postell - Who else would be on the cover
of our telephone directory but Miss Rollins?
C. Nuttle - Will anyone ever know where her
heart really lies?
B. Fritz - Grant me my wish; makin' tracks
for South Carolina.
A. Shepard - Southern "bell," caught your eye?
Watch out who you're seen with, but there's
always Steak and Brew.
S. Anness - Christmas carols anyone? No doubt
you'll find Sally on the dinky dock.
A. Daniels - Jack The Ripper
J. Fowler - Doritos and dip? There's nothing
like a Winter Term at Rollins! Did I hear a
chicken?
S. Tinsley - Entering the Indianapolis 500 next
year?
Merideth - Efficiency is her best policy.
Caroline Smith - Some day those sailboats in
the picture will turn to life.
N. Whitney - The next candlelight, Nancy and
her piano.
D. Eames - Day is "nye."
Pledge Class -
Great skit! Keep up the good work.
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GAMMA GAMMA CHAPTER
1. ANNE GIBBONS
2. JOYCE FOWLER
3. JODA CONNELL
4. LYNN SCHWEITZER
5. CLAUDIA WRAY
6. LYNN SCHWEITZER
7. MARGUERITE MONROE
8. ANN CRICHTON
9. GRETA GRAY
10. DEEDE EAMES
11. JUDY WOMMACK
12. NANCY LAFFERTY
13. SALLY ANNESS
14. DEBBIE ANDERSON
15. LYNN TERRY
16. PAM McFALL
17. HELEN BROWNING
18. RUTHMARY KAY
19. CAROLINE MACKINTOSH
20. POOH SMILIE
21. POLLY BELL
22. JULIE ALFE
23. NANCY REYNOLDS
24. BETTY FRITZ
25. LENDON HAMILTON
26. CAROLINE SMITH
27. NANCY WENTSEL
28. BOBBIE CLEMENTS
29. HELEN PORT
30. ANN PASSINO
31. JAN HOPKINS
32. NANCY THOMPSON
33. SUSIE WADDELL
34. CAROL VAN DEUSEN
35. MARGIE PRESTON
36. LAURIE FORNABAI
37. MEREDITH GREEN
38. PENNY BRANSCOMB
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LAMBDA
The Lambda Class of 72 remained intact with
two notable exceptions. Berry went KA to pur-
sue his "sophisticated" desires, but is he really
there? Tuke returned as a KA - no loss.
As for the hard core . . . Nocturnal Man
stalked the hallways at odd hours, gave him
a chance to be with his friends . . . our presi-
dent, The Hawk, set a good example early in
the year with his dare-devil driving techniques
- Hie! Ashley moved to the third floor but
seemed to be even higher . . . Bungalow Billy
was in love but the Phi Delts interrupted .
. . Bungs never gave her what she needed -
and wanted . . . Metcalfe and Troxel got mar-
ried - too bad; that's the price you have to
pay to get it all the time . . . Whitmore's "horns"
got slaughtered but pleasure from Crummer
made up for the loss . . . Bert's thing was
in North Carolina, but as always he found time
to lead a couple of guppies on . . . Kinney's
popularity with the women reached new
heights, but some followed anyway . . . Tuell
really likes his white shoes, but lately he's been
getting into green too . . . Ford might have
sunk a lot of holes in one on the golf course,
but he boggied out with another kind. Slagle
is still trying to sneak into other things behind
Weenie's back . . . Xenakis has his girl down
here now - maybe that's why he bought a new
car with a bigger back seat . . . "Rod" McComb
remained the most obnoxious person around
. . . Randall has moved from cloud 9 to 99
. . . Nye has taken the "Rip-Off" laurels for
the year and Newman has moved into the Back
Door for the over thirty female set; he needs
the experience
. . . Lavine has the honor of
caring enough to rush for the frat; what kind
of job he did is subject to argument . . . Taylor
has a new lease of life . . . and Andy? - a
calloused right hand.
And Murph is in his rightful place - the
closet.
pa
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LOCAL CHAPTER
1. BILL MURPHY
2. CHRIS FUSCO
3. TAYLOR METCALFE
4. DANA CONSLER
5. STOBIE WHITMORE
6. BILL BANDEL
7. DAN KINNEY
8. BERT O'NEILL
9. BOB TAYLOR
10. DAVID ERICKSON
11. BRYAN LAVINE
12. SCOTT HALL
13. MIKE SLAGLE
14. ROY NEWMAN
15. KENNY AGRONIN
16. DAVE McCOMB
17. BOB ARMSTRONG
18. TED NYE
19. ANDY PRATHER
20. FRANK JOSEPH
21. ROBBIE QUINN
22. BILL O'CONNOR
23. RAY FICKETT
24. RANDY XENAKIS
25. KIM TUELL
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KAPPA KAPPA
GAMMA
Nancy-Bob and Nancy and Jeff and Nancy and
Warren and Nancy and . . . Oh, really?
Cynthia-Cynthia got a new record entitled
"Meet Me In St. Louis, Baby."
Margaret-teacher's pet
Terry-Do you always double date?
Toni-Hey Carty!-oops, I mean Mrs. "what"?
Joanie-"We're just good friends."
Sheryl-It was so cold in Russia that Sheryl
turned Pink-o. In fact, Sheryl was drinking up
Russian history before she went!
Sarah-She's a far-out chick
Ann-married life through the mail.
Schaetzel-Love n' Loyalty from the Kappas
Margie-"One pie, hold the perreroni."
Lennie-A vanishing act.
Laurie-Laurie has the only T.V. in town with
a no trespassing sign on top of it.
Kit-Why all of a sudden do you like basketball
so much?
Cissie-Is there anything I can do to help? Don't
worry Cissie, the first (floor) is always the
worst.
Jojo I'm convinced that Santa will bring me
the one I want.
Dinny-It's too bad that the Mini is out and
the Maxi is in! But good things come in small
packages.
Cis-The Sigma Nu's are sweet on Cis.
Andi-Say Andi, how's the baby— oops, I mean
the dog.
Caroline-Caroline makes the best brownies in
town, don't you Alice B?
Mary and Sandy-Mary blew out the candle and
Sandy was the master of ceremonies.
Cris-Are Latin lovers the best?
Patti-Telephone-I'll get it, I'm sure it's for me.
Terry Doetsch-Terry broke down and shaved
her legs, right on!!!
Winge-Her favorite bird is the Hawk.
Barb Berry and Pam-Perfect roommates-Pam's
the mouth and Barb's the ear. It's an open
and shut case.
Butsie-Butsie wants to be a frog when she grows
up!!
Wendy J.-Wendy came out and now she's in.
Sue-Big brother isn't watching!!!
Connie-How's the gang out at Pete's?? Wild!!
That's wrong!!!
Lee-MacDonalds is her kind of place.
Bevan-'Tll be your best friend if you play cards
with me!!!"
Barb Barnard-Barb should be congratulated for
her work on Latin American relationships.
Hedwig-Do you get your grapefruits whole-
sale???
Janie, Buckley & Barb-Is Pete's an extracurric-
ular activity?
Jean-Ill have the chicken, the spaghetti, a
cheeseburger and fries, and two pizzas. Oh,
and can I see the dessert list?
Terry T.-Do you read me? Earth to Terry. Earth
to Terry.
Wendy H.-Wendy has no problems with in-
somnia Kathy + Allison-KA
Caroline-I'm from So. Carolina, y'all.
Carol-"I wonder what Rollins is like on the
weekends?"
Kim-"Zippidy Do Dah."
Karen-She doesn't drink, but she sure can chug.
Joan- 'Why not, it's a free meal."
Ellen-How much is a one-way ticket to Ger-
many???
Robin-We'll never forget you, Robin!!
Shep-Shep has the best of both-Bermuda and
Connecticut
Patrice-.
. or do you answer by Kelly.
Cindy-Keep on smiling!
Janet-Trocchi woman.
Zinn-Lady Luck smiled on Zinn!!? !!
Cathy Long-"Everybody can stay at my house."
DELTA EPSILON CHAPTER
1. TERRY DONALDSON
2. JOAN KING
3. HEDWIG KIMMONS
4. SHEP HALBERG
5. ALLISON HURD
6. NANCY HICKS
7. CYNTHIA NESKOW
8. TERRY TRUSCOTT
9. CAROLINE KELLY
10. WENDY HUSTON
11. BARBARA BARNARD
12. MARGIE COOPER
13. ELLEN BALE
14. DINNY ABRAMSON
15. ROBIN WUNDERLICH
16. CIS KIBLER
17. SUE ALLISON
18. MARY HARKINS
19. CONNIE MORTON
20. LEE MORRIS
21. KAREN BENSON
22. CISSIE CALDWELL
23. SANDY HILL
24. JEAN REISINGER
25. BARBARA KREISEL
26. BEV BUCKLEY
27. JANIE MARKS
28. JOHN BORDEN
29. KATHY ZINN
30. CAROLINE HAMMOND
31. CATHY SCHUMACHER
32. JANET LANMAN
33. KIM HENNIGER
34. CINDY WARD
35. JOAN GAGE
PHI DELTA THETA
There is much talk of getting jobs for the
summer. Whether or not they're hired is still
in question, but here are the Flaming Phis'
preferences: Klug is hoping to organize the 4th
Reich while Sterman will undoubtedly be has-
sled at summer camp . . . Pritchett is going
to provide all the canned laughter for NBC's
new season comedies. Shields is buying into
a computer dating service, but the only draw-
back is that the only date he'll get will be
with the computer . . . Jerry is replacing Elmer
Fudd — b-de-bi-de bi-duhhh, That's all Folks
. . . Morris is to be a model in New York
specializing in men's and women's underwear
. . .
Ely, while being chairman of Gerber Babv
Foods, shall also replace the bald eagle as the Na-
tional emblem . . . Reddy, of course, will be
skippering a tuna boat . . . Durrell, along
with his filing cabinets, postage meter, and tele-
phone amplifier, will be executive white glove
secretary to Bill Sipp Enterprises
Yurchenco will be understudy to Frank Rizzo,
yuh! . . . Huffard is going to launch a crusade
to get youth off of drugs and on to garlic . . .
Crosby, ah-ah-ah-ah-will be pursuing a desire to be
an expert in the philosophy of environmental
engineering - what? . . . Vastyan, a minor in
soccer, is working on a masters in admissions
. . .
McFall, the noted philanthropist, is donating
the prize money for the Bev Buckley Invita-
tional . . . Kling is finishing up his double major
in English and History, History and Math, Phys-
ics and Russian, Basketball and tic-tac-toe, or
whatever you've heard of lately . . . Bethea?
. . . Big Diego is getting up a new band, Dezi
Arnaz and the Spanish flies . . . Allen will be
manufacturing Mayo-naise.
The Seniors would like to make the following
recommendations for the pledge class to bear
in mind:
-it's size, not quality.
-a bird in the hand is worth two on the 3rd
floor.
-ask not what your country can do for you,
but how you can get out of the draft.
-Don't try for our sweetheart, it's a lost cause.
-When in doubt, use this line: "Hey little girl,
want some candy or nylons?"
-It's not how long you make it, but how you
make it long.
We also would like, as our gift to the frater-
nity, to promise upon our graduation (those
of us who do graduate") not to come back next
fall and hang around and sponge.
As for the seniors . .
.
The Jimmy Olsen Committee on Mediocre
Journalism awards Gil Klein the distinguished
Golden Helmet for his outstanding performance
with the sorority system as we know it today.
See you next year Chuck, oh, by the way, alco-
holism is treatable. Who can forget that week-
end the old girl friend dropped by to visit?
If you can't remember, we're sure the neighbors
can. The football team sends Mark McGuire
best wishes on making it in the pros-look out
Plunkett. You told Patty what? Hope you do
real good at Valencia Law School. Sorry Diego,
spies and wops don't mix. With due regard
to your term as president, the Penn Central
should be able to offer you an executive posi-
tion. As for your two-bit, two-timing Panama-
nian buddy-may he be committed to a life term-
as chairman of the BOD. See you both at the
Mini-Adult. Yes Kappa Kappa Gamma, Alex
Prezioso is on Student Court. Brooklyn, unless
you plan to take up residence on the East Side,
you'd better learn to speak the language - En-
glish that is. But don't worry, we ain't pledgid-
ice. One can easily be led to believe that Pete
Derby is the sum total of all the deranged
characters he has played in his four years at
Rollins. And the final jeopardy answer is
. .
FLORIDA BETA CHAPTER
1. FRED LAUTEN 9. GREG MORRIS 17. BILL HUDGINS
2. SAM CROSBY 10. MIKE REDDY 18. RANDY McFALL
3. ALEX PREZIOSO 11. BRUCE ELY 19. ROD SEWELL
4. CHUCK GIFFORD 12. LANS HUFFARD 20. WELLS NEWELL
5. JACK PRITCHETT 13. JIM VASTYAN 21. TOM YURCHENCO
6. MARK McGUIRE 14. JIM DURRELL 22. DIEGO ANDRADE
7. JERRY WOOD 15. BOB KLUG 23. DON SHUCK
8. PAUL STERMAN 16. TOM SHIELDS 24. JEFF OETJEN
N C M
Next year at this time I will probably find:
Ard in the saddle in Rio looking for her lost
terrier . . . Susie in Australia looking Ray
Moore's name up in the yellow pages . . .
Margee in a Santa Claus outfit in the Toggery
.
. . Janet in an airplane asking Gardner intel-
ligent questions . . . Jane I. in her room with
binoculars seeking out Bananas . . . Janie K.
in a bag of peanut M & M's in Baltimore .
. .
Anne M. in her room, with Richard wonder-
ing outside if she likes him or not . . . Ann
W. in a trivial fight with Danny . . . Janie
D. in handcuffs via FBI . . . Adele in limbo
with Todd (Hi Chris) . . . Diane in Madison
Square Garden substituting for her brother in
ice hockey . . . Wendy in the Beef looking
for Charlie who had slept there all summer
. . . Sue B. in the Super Bowl cheerleading
. . . Veronica in Jamaica practicing getting
drunk on White Lightning . . . Gail in Mexico
enjoying a bottle of Tequila . . . Sue W. in
seventh heaven after pitching a no-hitter . .
. Holly in Vermont at last . . . Kathy in Cali-
fornia typing papers . . . Irish indescribably
happy . . . Tenda in an argument over "sch-
mucks" . . . Marianne in a "bitch of the year"
contest .
. .
Lisille in the Bath Club soft-soaping
Bobo R. T. Clemments with Titchfields . . .
Debby in the Peace Corps . . . Barbara in Mar-
tinique . . . Linda and Louise in a state of
Dismay and Fear while chugging beers (yes,
girls we do do that stuff) . . . Lara in Sophie
Newcomb - fat chance . . . Sara - indecisive
(for a change) . . . Genie in a fifteen carat
diamond ring.
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LOCAL CHAPTER
1. VERONICA LAI
2. JANIE KUNTZ
3. MARIANNE McNULTY
4. JANE ISENSEE
5. ADELE NICONY
6. MARGIE SCHULTZ
7. LISILLE BELL
8. EUGENIE LA BRANCHE
9. LOUISE CREIGHTON
10. LINDA BROWN
11. KATHY HURD
12. HOLLY BIRTCH
13. WENDY BARTLETT
14. GAIL JOHNSON
15. TRISH PFINGST
16. TENDA SMALL
17. SUE WILCOX
SIGMA NU
An incredible year! The eviction party, the
beanery bust, the hose job on the second floor,
Pease's promise, Critchfield's critique, and who
can forget the City of Winter Park vs. the Or-
lando Seven?
The Seniors are leaving, but look what they
leave behind . . .
"E," (Bev-E) found a buckle around his pants
. . . Stinky Stinson caught crabs while dipping
in the Oshin . . . Gratten was a great comman-
der, but where does it say the only "claps"
he got were south of the border? . . . Winchester
got high on Wendy but even higher on Mary
Jane . . . Trocchi was always horny but the
only bearded clam he got was at the Red Lob-
ster . . . Coogan never did adapt to the third
floor, only to the floor of the IFC . . . Welsh
scored more goals when promised Candy after
the game . . . Gale was All-State in Florida
and Ail-American in Zolnier . . . Ross road
the Benjamin cycle twenty-five times before
Christmas . . . Ron says he's got it made with
a piece of Joda's rock . . . Selton got married
(WOW!)
. . . Robbie was "Amy'ed with his Phil-
lips Head Screwdriver" . . . Rix's separation
of his shoulder and Lorie put a Kriesel in his
Doctsch . . . Johnson "Lyled" away his hours
on the waterbed . . . Magnet Moore got put
out of business by a drill press . . . Hawk
hovered consistently at about 8,000 ft. over
Rollins while Fish Bowled his way into Gordie's
heart and Happel tickled his way to Andy's
fancy . . . Miller messed his Mustang and "Kest"
his sex aside . . . "Cool" KO'd a freshman broad,
and made many a Pit stop with his newly-fash-
ioned, imported hooter . . . Flaherty and Donna
played with an erector set - Mark's . . . Jex
gave the River Rat a Favor, but that still
wouldn't make the Berry rabbit talk . . . B.
J. Strathern was "Baled" out by the "Golden
Felice" . . . Merullo's favorite eat is still Shep-
ard's pie . . . Anderson "spent" Winter Term
tee-peed with the "Chappaqua Squaw" . . .
Coombs and Clift on rye - 85 cents . . . Tonka
Fuini toyed with Nasty Norma . . . D. B. -
douche is his bag . . . ATT or American Tele-
phone Tully . . . Whipple, at what age were
you dropped on your head? . . .
"Sigma Nu pledges challenge anybody," says
Jack Goetz (if he ever stops talking about Marj-
an), Melvin Go-hard, Tom Gauntlett and Lazy
Phil. This year s special citation goes to the
Sigma Nu football team who not only lost to
KA and X-Club, but also forfeited to TKE!
Last, but not least, Wild B. showed his Wild
P. to Leslie T. ! And Chumley reached the peak
of his social career with the help of a few grub-
by friends. Sorry M., but we're too "wet" behind
the ears to think of anything new at this late
hour.
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ETA TAU CHAPTER
1. GRATTEN WHITE
2. DOUG WELSH
3. TOM HAWKINS
4. CRAIG JOHNSON
5. STAN GALE
6. SANDY GORDON
7. BARRY COOMBS
8. JOHN ESTERLINE
9. BILL BARKER
10. BOB DeWALD
11. JIM STRATHERN
12. ANDY GRUNOW
13. MAURY MOORE
14. CHRIS TUlLY
15. ED CHRISTIE
16. SAMBO
17. JIM ROBERTSON
18. DAVE MERULLO
19. GEORGE MILLER
20. JEFF FISCHER
21. JEX WILSON
22. JOHN ROSS
23. JIM TROCCHI
24. MIKE RIX
25. LARRY STINSON
26. GEORGE WHIPPLE
27. DICK BLACKWELL
28. TODD MARSH
29. JACK FUINI
30. JOHN MARZALEK
31. BILL REEVES
32. MEL ARNOLD
33. PHIL GOLDCAMP
PHI MU
Phi Mu tapped the 71-72 year with the motto:
A keg in the tub is worth two in the grove.
The first floor suite became the place to go,
where the liquor flowed and sweet sin followed.
Herman and Ardnas still hold a place in our
hearts. Mac and Don s Rainbow Room was vis-
ited and re-visited. And famous last words be-
came the new Phi Mu Creed. Bistie baby rang
her chimes to the tune of "Rainy Day Woman"
.
. . Cotton joined the fire department and found
out when she couldn't wear her pledge pin .
. .
Roeder intends to become a Sig Ep sweet-
heart or a field secretary, which ever comes
first . . . Nicholson is still wondering what
to put in an empty box . . . Sherry, our motor-
cycle queen, rode off behind the Beard on a
mini-bike . . . President Pamela Pureheart in-
vestigated the wisdoms of Pease, Lyons and
other Phi Mu greats - she still looks like a
poodle . . . Biddle kept on truckin' and quit
eating at Joe's . . . Lynn spent her time with
her Raggady Andy doll, while Abbie, still locked
out of her room, became the recreation director
for visiting teams . . . Morison helped us all
out by delivering the evening papers . . . and
the mailman delivered a ring to Val . . . Carr
learned to cook but then ate out . . . Smith
taught us a lesson by getting a choice piece
of meat at Steak & Ale . . . eat, eat, eat -
doesn't anyone study anymore? . . . Joyce left
for London - she's got the right idea . . . Read
returned to the Zoo . . . Barrett spent Winter
Term in air-conditioned Martinique - and de-
cided not to Chuck her guy . . . Chris kept
it up with the Swig Eps . . . Chandler is still
eavesdropping at Betsy's door - did you learn
anything, Chandler? ... as soon as Ketcham
grows up, she'll learn how to wash her own
dishes . . . Ping and Pong enlightened us with
their gross jokes at Beans - you eat out of those
mouths too? . . . B. J. was our monkey woman
. . . Bain used her mouth to its best advantage
. . . Moffett is trying to get braces off her
teeth . . . Gronsdahl wore her Caterpillar shirt
- you're a what loader? . . . Hackett discovered
the difference between basketballs and soccer
balls . . . Geiger got a pin . . . Swesnik tap-
danced her way to fame . . . we finally found
Ginny, but Beug, Anderson, White and Duncan
are still missing . . . we were blessed with
sixteen pledges - they fit in so well at the Zoo
. . . and we told everything to our "mommy."
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ALPHA OMEGA CHAPTER
1. GAYLE PRINCE 14. JEAN ANDERSON 26. DIANA GRONSDAHL
2. DEBBIE SCOGIN 15. LYNN DICK 27. CLARA READ
3. ANNE BAGGE 16. MARIAN WHITE 28. CINDI COTTON
4. BARBARA BEUG 17. NANCY EPSTEIN 29. DORIS JENKINS
5. KATHY SPECK 18. PAM GARRISON 30. GINNY KENDALL
6 CHRIS HAMES 19. GIGI KEEFE 31. SUSIE WOLF
7. CINDY DUNCAN 20. VAL KOZELSKI 32. KATHY ROSENTHAL
8. LYNN BICKETT 21. ABBIE SHEERAN 33. E. BIDDLE RANSOME
9. TERRI HACKETT 22. NANCY NICHOLSON 34. CAROL HAYDEN
10. CHERYL GRADY 23. DARBY NEPTUNE 35. B. J. BARKER
11. ANDREA THOMPSON 24. ANNE KETCHAM 36. ANN MORRISON
12. DIANE BISSETT 25. MARIANNE GEIGER 37. PAM SISSON
13. LYNN CHANDLER
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SIGMA PHI
EPSILON
This year Pfingstag, Wattles, and Stull were
unanimously elected quiet hour proctors. Due
to their conscientious efforts the intake of al-
cohol has decreased significantly. Goode made
his debut on television after a hair-raising per-
formance in his BMW. It was confirmed that
Crowe not only is a Rollins student, but a Sig
Ep. Landers and Stanton established a Brazili-
an Consulate and a new motorcycle club . .
. R-Neck. Maddison is still undisputed as the
only true divinity. Rumor has it that he went
to Heaven for Winter Term. Donohue became
national chairman of the anti-drug crusade and
roomed with the local army recruiter, Stan Mil-
ler. Heathcote found through Kroening that the
grass is greener elsehwere. Best goes unchal-
lenged as the ladies' man, while Desch seems
to be a lady's man. Frank Ritti, after long stays
in the Chapel, will be using it this Spring.
The Rack Monster replaced the Phantom
Dumper, and Jay Robertson studied tree farm-
ing (when the Monster wasn't around.) Wattles
continued to drink Schmidt's - for Christmas
he received 1000 shares of Pepto - Bismol. Wal-
ter took time from his social circuit to make
a debut with Midi (No, Walter, North Carolina
is not bigger than Texas). After using his charm
and grace, Whitely "aired" himself without an
equal. Thompson put out one fire and started
another local one. Swartz was elected Chairman
of the Board of Star-Kist (Sorry, Charlie). Matt
and Bobbie were voted the most likely to never
stop dating, and Matt made history in Speech
class (How are your knees?). Madonick, despite
rumor, did not loose another election. Hochstet-
ter is studying karate and female anatomy.
Beach, after much thought, has decided to work
for Jiffy Pop while Tim Boyle with new wheels
is preparing for the Derby. Suor won an award
for his vocal participation in "You're so huge!"
Novak will be pulling teeth in Dental School
while Dowd will doubtless continue to blow
doors off. Leon has become an Early American
Freak interior decorator - Heil, Hitler? ! Bronos
made it back from Bogota and is now modeling
sauna belts. Kiernan started a bicycle parking
lot in the living room while Tong stopped drink-
ing long enough to get married in LA. Khouri,
following suit with Ritti and Tong, should be
hitched up by the summer. Shep Dweck had
to be Clubbed first, but he finally came our
way.
The Brotherhood again increased substan-
tially with the absorbtion of the Pledge Class,
initiated according to Law.
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FLORIDA ETA CHAPTER
1. DAVID HOCHSTETTER
2. LARRY GOODE
3. RICH WHITELY
4. TOM NEWTON
5. JEFF GARDNER
6. RICH SWARTZ
7. MIKE MADONICK
8. MATT BROWN
9. TOD LADONIA
10. JOHN HEATHCOTE
1 1
.
BOBBIE CLEMMENTS
12. PETER STEPHENS
13. TED SUOR
14. RICK WATTLES
15. MARTINE
16. DAN DEMENOCAL
17. STEVE THOMPSON
18. SHEP DWECK
19. GREG PULLEY
20. DAN HARVEY
21. FRANK RITTI
22. MIKE DONOHUE
23. JACK DESCH
24. HANK PFINGSTAG
25. BOB CROWE
26. STEVE BOWMAN
27. DICK HILDRETH
28. WALTER SIMONS
29. RICHARD STONE
30. GARY NOVAK
31. BOB REED
32. STAN MILLER
33. STEVE LEON
34. STUART VAN ARSDALE
35. JAY ROBERTSON
36. JERRY DOWD
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TAU KAPPA
EPSILON
Although far from the Army, Tanker got col-
lared by an MP. Mange lapsed from his usual
form when he lost to a certain building inspec-
tor in a battle of Witts. A new record for dura-
tion of pledgeship was set by Juma. Zo, in
his true GOM tradition, pressed on despite any
obstacles. My Gal Beat Her Son introduced
chess and his own brand of humor to the living
room. Despite his image, Spencer got a mem-
bership to the Mini-Adult. Dwight published
his second book, "More Stories from Smaft."
Ata keeps strumming and humming and boy
can he juggle those balls. La Crotch got caught
in barbed wire. A dell made the Worm squirm
and J Sleaze is still mediating the return of
his Italian masterpiece. The Butts holds his
brew, except for straight Sherry. Did the Beauds
break the bubbles bubble? Three chairs for
Rocky Griggiano. Brick walls were no obstacle
for the Human Fly. Fredlatio found temporary
happiness witha hunk of Clay. Should we ad-
dress you as "your honor" from now on, Slodo?
Don't worry Gar, everybody has to eat crow
once in a while. From his new appearance,
Malis must have found a fountain of youth
at Dizzy World. Barnhole played his usual cut
man during soccer season, while Cassius beat
his opponents into submission. Would some-
body give the Pit a straight-jacket for his birth-
day? The cold weather proved beneficial as
Merce lost his voice. The Can-Man's constant
supervision kept the frat house from crumbling.
And Press still promises to lead the soccer team
in goals.
By the way, who is Connie Laringo?
ZETA PHI CHAPTER
1. DON WILKS
2. OLIVER BARDES
3. AMADO BOBADILLA
4. BOB MECKLEY
5. JIM MAYNARD
6. PETE SMIT
7. JIM PRESCOTT
8. STEVE GABBARD
9. CHUCK LYTLE
10. MIKEL PETERSEN
11. DWIGHT ELY
12. LINDY GRAY
13. RON SOLDO
14. BRIAN CROWNOVER
15. SPENCER WIEDEMANN
16. DEAN CHRISTENSEN
17. DOUG BUTTRICK
18. STEVE PITMAN
19. CHRIS VON WORMER
20. FRED SCHMIDT
21. BILL GARWOOD
22. BOB MALIS
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X-CLUB
As another year closes, those old senior
Clubbers will drift away leaving Club tradition
to take its course. This year the Club took on
a more serious and industrious complexion
than ever before. As we displayed a facade of
seemingly diligent and righteous behavior,
student affairs smiled at the Club while the
Club laughed at student affairs.
To be serious for a moment, the Club showed
more unity and ability to help each other during
football games and practices, in rush and many
other phases of their perverted lives. While our
team controlled the ball on the field, our same
team, with jocks off, better known as the eight
marked men, captured the hearts of many an
unsuspecting hog as they displayed balls of
another sort.
Our home this year was the FBI which
sported that famous school teacher Eve among
other rednecks. With the return of many alum-
ni to the area, the Club's fervor for good times
and gross outs flourished. We upset those
graduates in our annual football game for the
first time ever.
We think it is only fitting that the actives
receive special recognition for their achieve-
ments.
Our president Bert got Barbed by a freshman
woman while Mike Strickland made his move
from little Annie Fannie to flat Suzie Q. . .
. a new book The Acting of a Pumpkinhead
added two chapters in the life of Jimmy Jack-o-
Latern Wegner: 1) How to date other people,
2) Obesity and the art of loving . . . JJ's bedroom
action was halted for three months .
. . John
Lowman, in his drive to become super-straight,
could only learn to toss his cookies quicker
. . . Smitty tried to make Carol full - while
her virginity and good judgement said no .
. .
Bert Banta is corrupting the winos in South
America this Spring .
. . Parnelli Barnes has
started his own speedway on 436
. . . D-Man
and Ebner discovered Hog row and brought
the sensuous six egging at our door
. . . Tom
Tarkey became sharper at Harper's by learning
how to un-stop the Bathroom Bowl
. . . Carlee
and Morrison proved to have the best hands
in the IFL, but Morrison always scored . . .
Andy Williams delighted many a young fresh-
man with his adidas and red sports car . .
.
we can never forget nor remember Big Mac
who finally got to live in the Club so he would-
n't get lost
. . .
Tim Brown proved to be the
only good actor in the Club
. . . the pledges
who are too stupid to achieve anything may
be able to be recognized next year. However,
they will long remember LymAnn.
Our thanks to Truck, Betty, and Balph and
Jeopardy for our mid-day entertainment
. . .
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LOCAL CHAPTER
1. BOB MORRISON
2. MR. Y
3. MR. Z
4. BOB COONS
5. BOBBY HICKS
6. ROB FLANNERY
7. BUCK
8. DAVID BOONE
9. PETER VIANO
10. TOM TURNBULL
11. JIMMY NORRIS
12. ANDY WILLIAMS
13. RANDY CARLEE
14. CHRIS SMITH
15. JOHN REIMAN
16. JOHN BURRIS
17. JOHN LOWMAN
18. JIM BARNES
19. JOHN OURISMAN
20. MIKE WEDGE
21. JOEL PORETSKY
22. BERT BANTA
23. DAVE KIDD
24. JIM McAVITTY
25. PETER WILSON
26. TOM MOORE
27. MIKE EBNER
28. BERT MARTIN
29. LYMAN MARTIN
30. WARREN WEGNER
ORGANIZATIONS
ACTIVITIES
STUDENT
ASSOCIATION
OFFICERS
Upper Left. Kenneth D. Bleakly
and Dylan Thomas.
STUDENT
ASSEMBLY
OFFICERS
Lower Left. Bob Malis and Lanie
Pauly.
STUDENT
ASSEMBLY
Lower Right. First Row: Lynne
Chandler, Andrea Thompson,
Verlie Mayo, Lucy Pulling. Second
Roiu; Mike Slagle, Lynne Terry,
Frank Beaudet, Bill Bernstein,
Frank Jenkins, Fred Madison,
Mina Schwartz. Third Row: Dave
Kidd, Joel Poretsky, Gary Griffin,
Charlie Perlo, Dale Price, Chris
MeCormick...and Gene Ford.
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STUDENT
COURT
CHAIRMAN
Upper Left. Cindy Grubbs.
INTER -
FRATERNITY
COUNCIL
Lower Right. Sitting: Doug But-
trick, Diego Andrade, Jim Durell,
Bruce Ely, Spencer Wiedemann,
Dana Consler, John Beiman, Lee
Coogan, Tony Childs, Sam Bell,
Taylor Metcalfe, Mark Adams,
Hunt Marcwald. Standing: Bob
Khouri, Bon Soldo, Don Best, Kim
Tuell, Bert Martin, John Lowman,
Bob Morrison.
STUDENT
COURT
Lower Left. Barbara Henning, Bon
Soldo, Lendon Hamilton, Dana
Consler, Cindy Grubbs, John
Beiman, Bobby Clements, Alex
Prezioso, Joseph Monserrat.
PANHELLENIC
Upper Right. First Row: Donna
Stein, Susie Peterson, Lynn
Schweitzer, Debbie Barrett. Sec-
ond Row: Cis Kibler, Carolyn
McGinnis, Andrea Boissy, Lendon
Hamilton, Pam Sisson. Standing:
Wendy Schaetzel, Sherry Oliver,
Teri Ardleigh.
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RESIDENT
HEADS
Upper Left. Randy Lyon, Mrs.
Behre, Barbara Keener, Peter
McCarthy.
RESIDENT
ADVISORS
Upper Right. Tim Shea, Michael
Del Colliano, Bert Martin, Dana
Consler, Doug Kling, Jay Buck,
Bob Malis, Alan Burnette.
RESIDENT
ADVISORS
Lower Left. Cindy Grubbs, Sue
Johnson, Wendy Schaetzel, Con-
nie Shover, and Debby Ryan.
MEN'S
COUNSELORS
Lower Right. Jim Earhart, Bill
Garwood, Ron Soldo, Reggie Brock,
Stobie Whitmore, Bob Taylor,
Bryan Lavine. Second Row: Roy
Newman, Tim Merrigan, Bob
McNally, John Schert, Frank
Bucci, Kim Tuell.
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WPRK
Upper Right. Rich Whitley, Randy
Xenakis, Charles Rodgers, John
Castings, John Wright.
SPEAKERS
BUREAU
Upper Far Right. First Row: Pat
Gleason, Verlie Mayo, Andrea
Thompson, Jenni Lynn McNutt.
Second Row: Gene Ford, Doug Al-
len, Charles Rodgers, Gary Griffin.
WOMEN
COUNSELORS
Lower Left. Sitting: Bobbie Clem-
ents, Lynne Henshaw, Penny
Branscomb, Pat Gleason. Stand-
ing: Barbara Henning, Valerie
Kozelski, Sandee Hill, Cissie Cald-
well, Arlinda Staley.
STUDENT
CENTER
Lower Right. First Row: Meredith
Greene, Missy Allgood, Verlie
Mayo, Lynne Henshaw. Second
Row: David Richard, Laney Paulie,
Joseph Monserrat, Diego De La
Guardia, Sandee Hill, Al Reddick.
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ART GUILD
Upper Left. Weenie Schweitzer,
Betty Fritz, Julie Curtis, Linda
Eberly, Lendon Hamilton, Claudia
Thomas, Maggie Delgado, Joe
Monserrat, Tom Taylor, Bobby
Bellamy, Jenni Lynn McNutt,
Lynn Terry, Marguerite Monroe,
Ann Ketchum.
SANDSPUR
Upper Right. Lynne Henshaw,
Peter Wilson, Chris Tully, Mike
Del Colliano, Sam Crosby, Lynn
Dick, Lendon Hamilton, Pam Sis-
son, Pat Gleason.
Li\e a glum cricket
the refrigerator is singing
and just as I am convinced
that it is the only noise
in the building, a pot falls
in 2B. The neighbors on
both sides of me suddenly
realize that they have not
made love to their wives
since 1947. The rac\et
multiplies. The man downhall
is teaching his dog to fly.
The fish are disgusted
and beat their heads blue
against a cold aquarium. I too
lose control and consider
the dust huddled in the corner
a threat to my endurance.
Were you here, we would not
tolerate mongrels in the air,
nor the conspiracies of dust.
We would drive all night,
your head tilted on my shoulder.
At dawn, I would nudge you
with my anxious fingers and say,
Already we are in Idaho.
James Tate
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CHAPEL
STAFF
Upper Left. First Row: Claudia
Wray, Doris Jenkins, Bert Martin,
Janis Hirsch, Wendy Schaetzel.
Second Row: Arnold Wettstein,
Tom Jordan, Mrs. Emerson, Andy
Williams, Reggie Brock, Lyman
Martin.
CHAPEL
USHERS
Lower Left. First Row: Lyman
Martin, Mike Ebner, Bert Banta,
Bert Martin, Andy Williams. Sec-
ond Row: John Lowman, Chris
Smith, Randolph Carlee, David
Kidd, Bob Morrison, Jim Barnes.
BAROQUE
ENSEMBLE
Upper Right. Sitting: Debra Fol-
lensbee, Jody Gross, Deborah
Trigg, Ben Grigg, Nancy Crock-
ford, David Dillingham, Vicky
Adkins, Amanda Gerttula, Ellen
Arant, Dan Sperry, Scott George.
Standing: Gary Lane, Hal Hard-
ing, Kent Arbluster, Bill Breeze,
Alphonse Carlo, Bruce Scott, John
Price.
BRASS
ENSEMBLE
Lower Right. First Row: John
Ross, Dianne Greene, Galen
Schutt, Lee Gallo, Carolyn Mac-
Dowell. Second Row: John Rata,
Pat Silver, Charles Gottschalk,
James Closser, John Wright, Kev-
an Metcalf, Amado Bobadilla,
Harold Greene. William Gallo,
Conductor.
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ROLLINS
SINGERS
Upper Left. Sitting: Barbara
Bowen, Nancy Whitney, Janet
Howell. Standing: John Wright,
Woody Hawkins, Frank Ritti,
Bobby Marsho, Bob Malis, Debbie
Holmes, John Brockman, Sherry
Oliver, Lee Jameson, Pam Smith.
CHOIR
Upper Right. First Row: Scott
George, Scott Croly, Charles Wolf
Gary Fountain, Bill Deschamps,
Ben Grigg, John Brockman, Har-
old Greene, Spencer Wiedemann.
Second Row: Debbie Holmes, Lor-
raine Shaker, Jean Reisinger, Di-
ane Gleason, Abbi Sheeran,, Mary
Peterson, Kay Mac Alonan. Third
Row: Anna Santilli, Barbara Bow-
en, Mary Ann Chance, Holly
Rodgers, Sue Wolf, Tigger Kronauer
,
Sherry Oliver.
Lower Right. First Row: Amado
Bobadilla, Woody Hawkins, Mau-
rice Harris, Bob Pottenger, Tom
Beardon, Bob Malis. Second Row.
Pam Smith, Carol Chambers, Lise
Woodbury, Gayle Prince, Ellie
Baker, Anne Bagge, Lynne Hen-
shaw, Nancy Kyle. Third Row:
Kathy Apple, Bobby Marsho, Gigi
Keeffe and Sue Ellen Fagin.
I saw a man pursuing the horizon;
round and round they sped.
I was disturbed at this;
I accosted the man.
"It is futile," I said,
"You can never ..."
"Tom lie," he cried,
and ran on.
Stephen Crane
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Tve been loo\ing for chairs
made by a craftsman
for this civilization
where I'm heartbroken. They
should resemble grasshoppers
ready to fly in a whirr.
They could have wings
made of stiff paper,
and rungs turned
and hard as talons.
Such chairs can be set afire
at future meetings.
The amount of wire in them
would be hidden,
as in a suburb. And when
their varnish crac\s,
the birds flying out of the grain
can be sparrows.
Though such a chair set in a meadow
for the plans of spiders,
would bleach, and the legs rot,
anyone considering it
would \now we had long fights
and still amid the hate
conceived of rest.
He'd \now we angled
in something li\e a forest,
and wore ourselves out.
He'd \now we were afraid
and left no love.
It would be a chair, a
small harbor waiting
in an ocean of air.
Benjamin Saltman
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Directed by DAVID GAWLIKOWSKI
Set and Costume Design by DALE
AMLUND
Technical Direction and Lighting
Design by ANTHONY J. MENDEZ
Musical Direction by WILLIAM B.
HARDY
Choreography by SISSA BETHEA
Stage Manager JAMS HIRSCH
ANYTHING GOES
Reno Sweeney MARIS CLEMENT
Billy Crocker STEPHEN SMITH
Hope Harcourt .... INA JO DONOVAN
Moon Martin PETER DERBY
Bonnie MARY ANN CHANCE
Sir Evelyn WILLIAM SHEPPARD
Mrs. Harcourt TORY WOOD
Drunk GARY RANKIN
Angels DOTTIE BAIN
SHERYL BENSON
NANSI LAWSON
SUSAN MEADE
CINNY NUTTLE
JULIANN PEDERSEN
MARILYN SWESNIK
WENDY WALKER
Sailors RICK STANLEY
TOMMY NEWTON
TOM BEARDEN
CHRIS MURRAY

/I
Directed by ANTHONY J. MENDEZ
Lighting Design by DIANNE LEWIS
Set Design by DALE AMLUND
Technical Direction by J. SIMON
WORTHING
Costume Design by XANDY LEGION
Stage Manager STEPHEN SMITH
BAREFOOT IN THE PARK
Corie Bratter . . . MARY ANN CHANCE
Paul Bratter JON WEISS
Mrs. Banks CELESTE DAY
Victor Velasco LEE JAMESON
Telephone Man CLARK LEMING
Delivery Man JOHN COCHRANE
/

Directed by JOHN PASQUIN
Set & Costume Design by DALE AMLUND
Lighting Design &
Technical Direction bv ANTHONY J. MENDEZ
Original Music by WILLIAM HARDY
Stage Manager . . . ELIZABETH CHENEY
THE IMAGINARY INVALID
Monsieur Argan . . . RICK STANLEY
Toinette, the Maid . . . SUSAN MEADE
Angelique. Argan's elder daughter . . . RARBARA POSTELL
Beline, Argan's wife . . . JULIANN PEDERSEN
Monsieur Ronnefoy, a lawyer . . . JEFF OETJEN
Cleante, in love with Angelique . . . KIT HASKETT
Dr. Diaforus . . . MIKE POWERS
Dr. Thomas Diaforus. his son . . . CHRISTOPHER MURRAY
Louison. Argan's younger daughter . . . BETH LINCKS
Monsieur Beralde. Argan's brother . . . RORERT POTTENGER
Monsieur Fleurant, the Apothecary
. . . WILLIAM NEWTON
Dr. Purgon, Argan's doctor
. . . SCOTT GEORGE
THETA
ALPHA PHI
Standing: Tony Mendez, Maris
Clement, Steve Smith, Chris
Wopat, Marilyn Burton, Robert
Juergens, Liz Cheney, Jane
Roeder. Seated: Janis Hirsch,
Nansi Lawson, Alex Calder, Peter
Derby, Dianne Lewis and Jim
Worthing.
ROLLINS PLAYERS
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1. Petrea MacDonald 24. Nancy Lafferty
2. Tim Brown 25. Gary Rankin
3. David Watson 26. Chris Wopat
4. John Brockman 27. Amy Ingersoll
5. Dianne Lewis 28. Amy's Friend
6. Martha Withers 29. Suzi Mead
7. Carol Shelly 30. Jon Weiss
8. Alex Calder 31. Rick Stanley
9. Steve Shepard 32. Bill Sheppard
10. Mike Powers 33. Mary Ann Chance
11. Jim Worthing 34. Chris Murray
12. Nancy Bogardus 35. Maris Clement
13. Tom Bearden 36. Lynn Henshaw
14. Bob Pottenger 37. Tony Mendez
15. Marilyn Burton 38. Janis Hirsch
16. Dorothy Bain 39. Liz Cheney
17. Steve Landers 40. Steve Smith
18. John Cochrane 41. Jack Nuber
19. Lee Jameson 42. Tory Wood
20. Judy Bornstein 43. Robbie Strohmeier
21. Robert Juergens 44. Peter Derby
22. Jane Roeder 45. Nansi Lawson
23. Doug Kling






Ton \now what? I've never lost a tooth. A[ot since the day I
was born. Toothing s changed. (He gets up.) That's why I've
reached my position, tAcCann. Because I've always been as
jit as a fiddle. All my life I've said the same. Play up, play
up, and play the game. Honour thy father and thy mother.
All along the line. Follow the line, the line, McCann, and
you can't go wrong. What do you thin\, I'm a self-made
man? 7S{o.' I sat where I was told to sit. I \ept my eye on the
ball. School? Don't tal\ to me about school. Top in all subjects.
And for why? Because I'm telling you, I'm telling you,
follow my line? Follow my mental? Learn by heart. "Never
write down a thing. And don't go too near the water.
And you'll find . . . that what I say is true.
Because I believe that the world . . . (Vacant.) . . .
Because I believe that the world . . . (Desperate.) . . .
BECAUSE I BELIEVE THAT THE WORLD . . . (Lost.) . . .
T^at Goldberg
THE BIRTHDAY PARTY by Harold Pinter

BIG SUR RIVER
So you pac\ up
and ta\e it with you,
October's dust,
the water going over
its brown body.
So today
the Rams are playing Green Bay
at the Coliseum.
Trying to sleep
you hear the water
just go by. Roc\s
pillowed in roots of trees
seem out of air.
You re through,
your mind's everywhere,
your arms are wording
loose from your body.
A tree once forded the river here
and turned gray,
nothing for you to care about,
though you stand still
half asleep, the river
gleaming with windows
li\e a train,
and you reach for Gabriel's
long high pass from the city.
Benjamin Saltman
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WIND SOHG
Long ago I learned how to sleep,
In an old apple orchard where the wind swept by counting its
money and throwing it away,
In a wind-gaunt orchard where the limbs forced out and listened
or never listened at all,
In a passel of trees where the branches trapped the wind into
whistling, "Who, who are you?"
1 slept with my head in an elbow on a summer afternooyx and
there I too\ a sleep lesson.
There I went away saying: I \now why they sleep, I \now how
they trap the tric\y winds.
Long ago I learned how to listen to the singing wind and how to
forget and how to hear the deep whine,
Slapping and lapsirig under the day blue and the night stars:
Who, who are you?
Who can ever forget
listening to the wind go by
counting its money
and throwing it away?
Carl Sandburg

SUPERMAN
I drive my car to supermarket,
The way I ta\e is superhigh,
A superlot is where 1 par\ it,
And Super Suds are what I buy.
Supersalesmen sell me tonic
Super-Tone-O
,
for Relief.
The planes I ride are supersonic.
In trains, I li\e the Super Chief.
Supercilious men and women
Call me superficial . . . me,
'Who so superbly learned to swim in
Supercolossality.
Superphosphate-fed foods feed me;
Superservice \eeps me new.
Who would dare to supersede me,
Super-super-superwhol
John Updike

THE LOSS OF THE FUTURE
We are a remnant people in a remnant country. We
have used up the possibilities inherent in the youth of
our nation: the new start in a new place with new vision
and new hope. We have gone far toward using up our
topsoils and our forests arid many of our other natural
resources. We have come, or we are coming fast, to the
end of what we were given. The good possibilities that
may lie ahead are only those that we will ma\e ourselves,
by a wiser and more generous and more exactirig
use of what we have left.
Our history is not only the fund of inspiring events
that in our obsessive self'congratulation we have made
it out to be—it is also the record of a tragic and
shameful wasting of the land and of human possibility.
Wendell Berry
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Maud went to college.
Sadie stayed at home.
Sadie scraped life
With a fine'tooth comb.
She didn't leave a tangle in.
Her comb found every strand.
Sadie was one of the livingest chits
In all the land.
Sadie bore two babies
Under her maiden name.
Maud and Ma and Papa
J^early died of shame.
When Sadie said her last so-long
Her girls struc\ out from home.
(Sadie had left as heritage
Her fine'tooth comb.)
Maud, who went to college,
Is a thin brown mouse.
She is living all alone
In this old house.
Gwendolyn Broods
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STRAWBERRY FIELDS FOREVER
living is easy with eyes
closed misunderstanding all
you see
it's getting hard to be
someone
but it all wor\s out
it doesn't matter much to me
no one I thin\ is
in my tree I mean
it must be high
or low
that is you cant
you \now
tune in but its alright
that as I thiri\ it's not too bad
always \now sometimes
thin\ it's me but
you \now I \now and
it's a dream
I thin\ I \now of thee
ah yes
but it's all wrong
that as I thin\ I disagree
let me
ta\e you down 'cause
I'm going to strawberry
fields
nothing is real
and nothing to get
hung about
strawberry fields forever
John Lennon
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Lane, Wilmington, De. 19807
Mr. James Gould Clements, Apt. 306H
Orchard Trace, 1701 Lee Road, Winter
Park, Fl. 32789
Mr. Raymond D. Clift, 5 Brevoort Rd.,
Chappaqua, N. Y. 10514
mi
Miss Mindy Susan Clough, 16 Catalpa
Drive, Atherton, Ca. 94025
Mr. John H. Cochrane, 1003 Winding Way,
Baltimore, Md. 21210
Mr. Dennis R. Coffey, 11 Meadow Rd.,
Scarsdale, N. Y. 10583
Mr. Patrick John Coffey, 11 Meadow Rd.,
Scarsdale, N. Y. 10853
Mr. Arthur Phillip Cohen, 607 N. 26th St.,
Reading, Pa. 19606
Mr. Peter Joseph Cohen, 2130 Sudbury PI.,
N. W., Washington, D. C. 20012
Miss Archie Mae Colbert, 515 W. Lowell
St., Lakeland, Fl. 33801
Mr. Gregory H. Cole, 119 Kennedy Lane,
Bryn Mawr, Pa. 19010
Miss Deborah D. Coleman, 529 Rosemont
Dr., Atlanta, Ga. 30317
Mr. Jeffrey Collier, 50 Green Street, Brook-
line, Ma. 02146
Mr. Aaron Earl Collins, Route 1, Box 196,
Silver City, Ms. 39166
Miss Nancy Robin Collins, 740 N. W. 40th
St., Ft. Lauderdale, Fl. 33309
Mr. Henry Robert Conlin, 6200 28th Ter-
race No., St. Petersburg, Fl. 33710
Miss Joda Patrice Connell, 10201 Bentcross
Rd., Potomac, Md. 20854
Miss Bevan Brecount Connett, 215 River-
side Ave., Riverside, Ct.
Mr. Edward Frederick Connor, 700 Kemp-
ton Drive, Knoxville, Tn. 37919
Mr. Michael Connor, 6690 Wyman Lane,
Cincinnati, Oh. 45243
Mr. David Michael Connors, 1725 County
Line Rd., Villanova, Pa. 19085
Miss Karen Bruce Conrad, 5202 Knollton
Rd., Indianapolis, In. 4208
Mr. Dana R. Consler, 72 North Country
Club, Rochester, N. Y. 14618
Mr. Stephen Lee Coogan, 1224 Waverly
Rd., Gladwyne, Pa. 19035
Miss Lucy Shepherd Cook, 4224 Central
Rd., Memphis, Tn. 38117
Mr. Barry L. Coombs, 1210 Country Club
Rd., Newport News, Va. 23606
Mr. William M. Coolidge, 18100 South Park
Blvd., Shaker Hts. Oh. 44220
Mr. Robert Alan Coons, 110 Morningside
Drive, New York, N. Y. 10027
Miss Linda Lee Cooper, 5120 Louvre, Or-
lando, Fl. 32809
Miss Margaret L. Cooper, 200 Chase Ave.,
Winter Park, Fl. 32789
Miss Ginette Corbeil, 285 Rue De Marche,
Valleyfield, Quebec.
Miss Celeste Joan Corbitt, 1152 Kensington
Rd., McLean, Va. 22101
Mr. William A. Cornell, II, 25 Sunset
Ridge, Carmel, N. Y. 10512
Miss Cynthia Ann Cotton, 2431 Vine Street,
Orlando, Fl. 32806
Miss Sarah Ellen Couzens, 190 Mt. Vernon
St., W. Newton, Ma. 02165
Mr. Glenn Edward Cox, 17515 Maple
Heights Blvd., Maple Heights, Oh. 44137
Mr. Robert Clark Coyne, Mead's Point,
Greenwich, Ct. 06830
Mr. Don Lacy Cozort, Rt. 6, Box 964 K,
Orlando, Fl. 32807
Miss Eileen Pamela Craddock, 765 S. At-
lantic Ave., Cocoa Beach, Fl. 32931
Mr. Ken Crawley, 1958 Blossom Terrace,
Orlando, Fl. 32809
Mr. Charles W. Creighton, 1382 Harbor
Drive, Sarasota, Fl. 33579
Miss E. Louise Crichton, c/o Tela Railroad
Company, La Lima, Honduras, Central
America.
Miss Anne Alston Crichton, 7436 Kenshire,
Dallas Tx. 75230
Mr. Mark Frederick Crockett, 2401 S. W.
2nd Ave., Miami, Fl. 33129
Mr. Scott Wood Croly, 241 Millwood Rd.,
Chappaqua, N. Y. 10514
Mr. Samuel George Crosby, 4817 Cedar
View Rd., Orlando, Fl. 32808
Mr. Richard Terence Crossman, Willow-
mere Circle, Riverside, Ct. 06878
Miss C. Leigh Crowe, 534 Vernon Dr., S.
E., Cedar Rapids, la. 52403
Mr. Robert Emmet Crowe, Apt. 34, 1101
Lee Rd., Orlando, Fl. 32810
Mr. Brian Charles Crownover, 1912 Dia-
mond Avenue, Orlando Fl. 32807
Miss Ann Rollins Crowther, 12214 Mistletoe
Road, Anchorage, Ky. 40223
Miss Laura J. Crutchfield, 2932 Montana
Ave., Cincinnati, Oh. 45211
Mr. Michael Joseph Cudahy, 159 Via Del
Lago Way, Palm Beach, Fl. 33480
Mr. David W. Cudlipp, 150 E. 56th Street,
New York, N. Y. 10022
Miss Julie Curtis, St. Andrews School, Boca
Raton, Fl. 33432
Mr. Denny Brereton Cutler, 17 Devon Road,
Brookline, Ma. 02167
Mr. Peter Eric Dahl, 319 Hermits Trail,
Altamonte Spring, Fl.
Mr. Melvin Davis, 536 N. W. 7th Avenue,
Ft. Lauderdale, Fl. 33311
Miss Sally V. Davis, 2831 Weybridge Rd.,
Shaker Heights, Oh. 44120
Mr. Jack Edward Day, 585 Via Lugano,
Winter Park, Fl. 32789
Miss L. Celeste Day, 500 N. Kentucky, De-
land, Fl. 32720
Mr. Richard V. Dayton, Orchard Trace,
1701 Lee Rd., TH 4-1, Winter Park, Fl.
32789
Mr. Robert Allen Dean, Jr., 232 Cherry
Lane, Palm Beach, Fl. 33480
Mr. Andrew Elliot Decesare, 1449 Heath-
wood Ave., Lakewood, N. J. 08701
Miss Holly Yvonne Dekeyser, 4 Laurel Hill
Dr., Cherry Hill, N. J. 08034
Mr. Diego A. De La Guardia, 43rd St., 46
- Box 713, Panama, Republic of Panama.
Mr. Michael C. Del Colliano, 216 Sheridan
Street, N. Easton, Ma. 02356
Miss Margarita Rosa Delgado, 2062 N. W.
5th St., Miami, Fl. 33125
Miss Dorothy Adele DeMayo, 3110 S. W.
20th Street, Ft. Lauderdale, Fl. 33312
Mr. Daniel C. Demenocal, Jr., 27 Grace
Church St., Rye, N. Y. 10580
Mr. Kenelm W. Denison, Box 1622, Ft.
Lauderdale, Fl. 33302
Mr. Anthony Chalmers Dale, 11 Grandview
Ave., Lawrenceville, N. J. 08648
Miss Barbara Mae Daniel, Route 2, Box
516, Apopka, Fl. 32703
Miss Ann Sheffield Daniels, 129 College
Avenue, Poughkeepsie, N. Y. 12603
Mr. John Daniels, III, 927 W. 13th St.,
Sanford, Fl. 32771
Mr. Edward Danowitz, Jr., Quarters 122
MCB, Quantico, Va. 22134
Mr. Daniel G. Danziger, 22 St. James
Square, London, England.
Mr. Boyd D. Darling, 599 Long Hill Rd.,
Scarborough, N. Y. 10510
Miss Deborah Ann Darrah, 2215 Via Luna,
Winter Park, Fl. 32789
Mr. Timothy C. Davella, 7506 Gondola
Drive, Orlando, Fl. 32809
Mr. Richard Hobart Davidson, Calle 93, Bis
19-82, Bogota, Colombia, South America.
Felton David, III, 15 Buckley Hill Rd.,
Morristown, N. J. 07960
Mr. Goliath Davis, 282 Jackson St., N., St.
Petersburg, Fl. 33705
Mr. Neil Jay Dentzer, Rollins College,
Winter Park, Fl. 32789
Mr. Peter Lenihan Derby, 4 Woodland
Ave., Bloomfield, Ct. 06002
Mr. John Jacob Desch, Jr., 227 Clinton
Road, Garden City, N. Y. 11530
Mr. William Deschamps, 409 W. Church
St., Bishopville, S. C. 29010
Mr. Robert Charles Dewaid, 2617 Fleming-
ton Rd., Atlanta, Ga. 30345
Mr. Stephen Arthur Dewoody, 728 London
Rd., Winter Park, Fl. 32789
Miss Sandra Lynn Dick, 5857 Marbury Rd.,
Bethesda, Md. 20034
Mr. John E. Dickinson, 354 Blue Heron
Drive, Winter Park, Fl. 32789
Miss Mary Eileen Diebold, 105 Forest
Drive, Pittsburg, Pa. 15238
Mr. Charles Carroll Digges, 12519 82nd
Terrace W., Seminole, Fl. 33540
Mr. Patrick Arnold Dillon, Box 1513 Bal-
boa, Canal Zone.
Mr. Derek V. Dinkier, 720 N. E. 69th St.,
Miami, Fl. 33138
mmmmmmmmmmmmmmmmmmmmmm&
Miss Katherine J. Dinnel, 3905 Washington
St., Kensington, Md. 20795
Miss Theresa Louise Doetsch, 1880 Duffy
Lane, Deerfield, II. 60015
Mr. David Richard Dollar, 3302 Saul Road,
Kensington, Md. 20795
Miss Terry R. Donaldson, 209 Glenhaven
Lane, Pittsburgh, Pa. 15238
Mr. Michael James Donohue, 105 Agua
Caliente, Mexico City, Mexico.
Miss Ina Jo Donovan, 2551 Magellan Drive,
Sarasota, Fl. 33580
Mr. Gerald Robert Dowd, 59 Church Street,
Windsor Locks, Ct. 06096
Mr. Geoffrey Lawrence Dowell, 4447 Green-
wich Parkway, N. W., Washington, D.
C. 20007
Miss Patricia Ann Dowling, 602 Park Ave.,
Avon Park, Fl. 33825
Mr. Rodney Dowling, 372 Rlake Ave.,
Brooklyn, N. Y. 11212
Miss Linda Downey, 534 N. Lake Barton
Rd., Orlando, Fl. 32807
Miss Nancy Rebecca Doyle, P. O. Box 97,
Colchester, Ct. 06415
Mr. Jeffrey Alan Dresch, 2742 Riverbluff
Place, Sarasota, Fl. 33581
Miss Julie Anne Dressier, 121 North 6th
St., Fernandina Beach, Fl. 32034
Miss Jane Norton Dulaney, Route 2, Crest-
wood, Ky. 40014
Miss Cynthia Norton Duncan, 9014 Nomini
Lane, Alexandria, Va. 22309
Mr. James H. Durrell, 734 Woodcrest Rd.,
Radnor, Pa. 19087
Mr. Sheppard S. Dweck, 1041 N. Arch St.,
Allentown, Pa. 18104
Mr. Richard Bruce Dwight, Box 41, Baud-
ette, Mn. 56623
R. Carter Dye, 305 Sea Lane, La Jolla, Ca.
92037
Miss Lana Maurine Dygert, Rt. 2, Shore
Hills, Excelsior, Mn. 55403
Mr. Peter L. Dyson, 24 Tompkins Rd.,
Scarsdale, N. Y. 10583
Miss Dorothy Elizabeth Eames, 513 Sugar-
town Rd., Devon, Pa. 19333
Mr. James A. Earhart, 517 Falmouth Ave.,
Merritt Island, Fl. 32952
Mr. Christopher M. Easton, 817 W. Fair-
lawn, Peoria, II. 61614
Miss Cheryl Susan Eaton, 8 Country Club
Circle, Tequesta, Fl. 33458
Mr. Leonard Hampton Eaton, Jr., 664'
Hempstead St., Orlando, Fl. 32803
Miss Linda Jane Eberly, 10 Lewis St.,
Needham, Ma. 02192
Mr. Michael Joseph Ebner, 717 Douglas
Ave., Providence, R. I. 02908
Mr. Douglas Victor Eggert, Apt. 303B,
22445 Lake Road, Rocky River, Oh.
44116
Miss Janet Morrow Ellis, 129 Waldo Drive,
Biloxi, Ms.
Mr. Richard B. Ellis, 5204 127th Ave.,
Tampa, Fl. 33617
Miss Andrea Dale Ellison, 10305 S. W. 91st
St., Miami, Fl. 33156
Mr. Bruce Graham Ely, 527 College Road,
Lake Forest, II. 60045
Mr. Dwight Collins Ely, 134 Loring Ave-
nue, Pelham, N. Y. 10803
Miss Catherine Jean Ensign, 1104 1st Ave.,
S., Northwood, la. 50459
Miss Nancy Epstein, 188 Shepherd Lane,
Roslyn Heights, N. Y. 11577
Mr. David Howard Erickson, 4148 Stratford
Rd., Youngstown, Oh. 44512
Mr. John Fairfax Esterline, 80 No. Prospect
Dr., Coral Gables, Fl. 33133
Mr. Jose L. R. Esteves, Box 305, Aguadilla,
P. R. 00603
Miss Elizabeth Ann Eubank, 42 Ocean
Ave., Manasquan, N. J. 08736
Miss Glenda Cecilia Evans, 6409 Cay Cir-
cle, Orlando, Fl. 32809
Mr. Harvey Pete B. Everest, 1604 Dorches-
ter Dr., Oklahoma City, Ok. 73120
Miss Constance Everhart, 412 South D
Street, Hamilton, Oh. 45013
Mr. Phillip Duncan Ewald, Lake Avenue,
Greenwich, Ct. 06830
Mr. John Buell Faber, 211 Central Park
West, New York, N. Y. 10024
Mr. Robert S. Fagan, Skippack Pike, Wor-
cester, Pa. 19490
Miss Suellen Darcy Fagin, 4537 Gilpin
Way, Orlando, Fl. 32806
Miss Valerie Ann Fakess, 600 Fitzwater
Dr., Winter Park, Fl. 32789
Mr. Michael Fannon, 1147 Penn Ave.,
Winter Park, Fl. 32789
Miss Melanie Sue Farley, 6712 Von Bam-
pus Dr., Orlando, Fl. 32809
Miss Gloria Jean Farrens, 2025 River Road,
Jacksonville, Fl. 32297
Mr. Scott Michael Farrow, Estate Tutu, St.
Thomas, V. I.
Mr. Joshua William Feldstein, 1725 Ponti-
ac Circle, Melbourne, Fl. 32935
Miss Lesley Fender, 2921 Little John Road,
Winter Park, Fl. 32789
Mr. Joseph Stanley Feuer, 220 Rich Ave.,
Mt. Vernon, N. Y. 10552
Mr. Raymond Henry Fickett, Casco, Me.
04015
Mr. Jeffrey Craig Fischer, 33 South Lewis
Place, Rockville Center, N. Y. 11570
Mr. Davis Geoffrey Fitzhugh, 5317 Ken-
wood Avenue, Chevy Chase, Md. 20015
Miss Kim Michele Flagstad, 1247 Mt. Ver-
non Terrace, Northbrook, II. 60062
Mr. Marc Joseph Flaherty, 25 Knight
Street, Westbrook, Me. 04092
Mr. Robert A. Flannery, Jr., 8 Beacon St.,
Andover, Ma. 01810
Miss Ann Keller Flint, 52 Deer Run Road,
Woodbridge, Ct. 06525
Mr. Eugene Francis Ford, 7601 Glenbrook,
Bethesda. Md. 20014
Mr. Michael John Ford, 3 Hartman Place,
Yonkers, N. Y. 10707
Miss Peggy Gail Forehand, 820 Arogon, Box
1112, Winter Park, Fl. 32789
Miss Laurie Jill Fornabai, 186 Congress
Rd., Emerson, N. J. 07630
Miss Sue Jean Fortuna, 5 Greenway Lane,
Huntington, N. Y. 11743
Mr. Douglas Foster, 510 Rockwell St. S.
W., Atlanta, Ga. 30310
Mr. Gary B. Fountain, Apt. B 7, 1935 S.
Conway Road, Orlando, Fl. 32806
Miss Joycelyn E. Fowler, 5124 Westpath
Way, Washington, D. C. 20016
Miss Marcia Colvin Fox, 2833 N. E. 37th
St., Ft. Lauderdale, Fl. 33308
Miss Jill Freeman, 4404 Mt. Vernon, Hous-
ton, Tx. 77006
Mr. William Egbert Freeman, Eastcote, Bar
Harbor, Me.
Mr. Mark W. Freidinger, 1402 N. 5th
Street, Pekin, II. 61554
Miss Deborah Joan Friedman, 4027 Taylor
Street, Hollywood Hills, Fl. 33021
Miss Betty J. Fritz, 211 Abbey Street, Mas-
sapequa Park, N. Y. 11762
Mr. John Frank Fuini, 1778 N. W. 37th
St., Ft. Lauderdale, Fl. 33309
Miss Carol Hunt Fulwiler, 48 W. Brook-
haven Dr., Atlanta, Ga. 30319
Mr. Christopher Lee Fusco, 16015 Jug
Street, Burton, Oh. 44021
Mr. Stephen Rea Gabbard, Apt. 242, 5928
Firestone Rd., Jacksonville, Fl. 32210
Miss Joan Marie Gage, 2401 Bayshore
Blvd., Tampa, Fl. 33609
Miss Delina Maria Gaitan, 3701 Upton
Street N.W., Washington, D. C. 20016
Mr. Stanley Clague Gale, 17 Lloyd Haven
Drive, Huntington, N. Y. 11743
Mr. Scott E. Galloway, 10 Summer St.,
Methuen, Ma. 01844
Carolina Garcia Aguilera, 2200 S. W. 4th
Ave., Miami, Fl. 33129
Miss Lucia R. Garcia-Iniguez, 408 N. E.
Third St., Belle Glade, Fl. 33430
Mr. Jeffrey Alan Gardner, 242 Highwood
Ave., Ridgewood, N. J. 07450
Miss Katherine D. Garlington, 34 Washing-
ton Ave., Savannah, Ga. 31405
Mr. William M. Garwood, 2595 Tarpon
Road, Naples, Fl. 33940
Mr. John Baptist Garzia, 2400 S. Orange
Blossom Trail, Orlando, Fl. 32805
Mr. Thomas John Gauntlett, 2705 Clovelly
Rd., Kalamazoo, Mi. 49001
Miss Marlene Gavel, 151 N. Orlando Ave.,
Box 544, Winter Park, Fl. 32789
Mrs. Joni Ann Gawlikowski, 905 Lakeview
Drive, Winter Park, Fl. 32789
Miss Mary Ann Geiger, 500 E. 7th Street,
Lansdale, Pa. 19446
Mr. C. Scott George, 2500 Lauder Drive,
Maitland, Fl. 32751
Miss Barbara J. Giardini, 67 Ridgewood
Road, West Hartford, Ct. 06119
Miss Ann Clark Gibbons, 988 S. E. 9th
Ave., Pompano Beach, Fl. 33060
Mr. Timothy A. Gibbons, 266 N. Country-
side Dr., Ashland, Oh. 44805
Mr. Joseph Eugene Gibson, 1724 17th St.,
Palmetto, Fl. 33561
Miss Gail Louise Giesecke, 2101 West 70th
St., Shawneee Mission, Ks. 66208
Mr. Charles J. Gifford, 25 Bay Harbor,
Tequesta, Fl. 33458
Mr. Clinton M. Gilbert, 21 Crossway, Scars-
dale, N. Y. 10583
Miss Mary E. Gilbert, P. O. Box 2007, Satel-
lite Beach, Fl. 32935
Mr. William Giles, RD 1, Nelson St., White-
house Station N. J. 08889
Miss Diane Louise Gleason, 24 West Point
Drive, Cocoa Beach, Fl. 32931
Miss Mary Irene Gleason, 145-16 Bayside
Avenue, Flushing, N. Y. 11354
Miss Patricia R. Gleason, 224 Hollywood
Ave., Rochester, N. Y. 14618
Miss Jeanelle Glover, Rt. 2, Box 577, Orlan-
do, Fl. 32810
Miss Deborah Lynn Goedde, 7211 Lake
Drive, Orlando, Fl. 32809
Mr. John Lawrence Goetz, Kirkwood Ave-
nue, Kirkwood, N. Y. 13759
Mr. Phillip Hart Goldcamp, 4067 Madison
Rd., Youngstown, Oh. 44505
Mr. Edward John Gonczy, 156 Nottingham
Way, Hillside, N. J. 07205
Mr. Johnny Albert Gonzalez, 256 Chile St.,
Hato Rey, P. R.
Mr. Lawrence Patrick Goode, 5113 Marlyn
Drive, Washington, D. C. 20016
Mr. Fulton Ray Gordon, III, 9103 Kittery
Lane, Bethesda, Md. 20034
Miss Cheryl Lynn Grady, 266 Eastland Dr.,
Memphis, Tn. 38111
Miss Karen Grady, 1 Shipwright St., An-
napolis, Md. 21401
Mr. Fiore Joe Grande, 1010 Beatrice Drive,
Orlando, Fl. 32810
Mr. Donald Grant, Apt. 306H Orchard
Trace, 1701 Lee Road, Winter Park, Fl.
32789
Miss Greta M. Gray, 201 S. Pine Valley Rd.,
Winston Salem, N. C. 27104
Mr. Linden H. Gray, 18 Fells Rd., Ports-
mouth, N. H. 03801
Mr. Philip Robert Gray, Rte. 2, Box 444,
North Stonington
, Ct. 06359
Miss Meredith Green, 217 Jefferson Ave.,
Janesville, Wi. 53545
Miss Elisabeth B. Greenberg, 7004 Wake
Forest Dr., College Park, Md. 20740
Mr. Harold Irving Greene, 153 Willow Ave-
nue, Maitland, Fl. 32751
Mr. Edward D. Greenebaum, 437 East 84th
St., New York, N. Y. 10028
Mr. Martin L. Grenman, 602 Avenue T,
Brooklyn, N. Y. 11223
Mr. Joel Daniel Greenspan, 287 Coventry
Lane, Coventry Village, West Palm
Beach, Fl. 33401
Miss Judith Lillian Grieder, 203 Godwin
Ave., Ridgewood, N. J. 07450
Mr. Alan Gary Griffin, 420 John Anderson
Dr., Ormond Beach, Fl. 32074
Mr. James Philip Griffin, 440 Cortlandt St.,
Belleville, N. J. 07109
Mr. Joseph Benton Grigg, 3400 Prairie Ave-
nue, Miami Beach, Fl. 33140
Mr. Douglas Campbell Groce, 7525 Ball
Mill Road, Dunwoody, Ga. 30338
Miss Diana Gronsdahl, 1123 W. Kensing-
ton Dr., Peoria, II. 61614
Miss Jodelle Gross, 2802 Sandwell Drive,
Winter Park, Fl. 32789
Miss Cynthia G. Grubbs, Hq. Useucom J-4,
APO New York, N. Y. 09128
Mr. Andrew Linsley Grunow, 22 Ballwood
Road, Old Greenwich, Ct. 06870
Mr. Dane Michael Guzowski, 1294 Scran-
ton Street, Aurora, Co.
Miss Theresa Ann Hackett, 28 Carriage
Drive, Delaware, Oh. 43015
Mr. Steven Hales, 3040 Aloma Avenue,
Winter Park, Fl. 32789
Mr. Jerome W. Hall, Rt. 3, Box 352, S.
Alt. 27, Lake Wales, Fl. 33853
Mr. John Franklin Hall, 202 Rockridge Cir-
cle, Duluth, Mn. 55804
Mr. Scott Hall, 463 S. Rock River Dr., Be-
rea, Oh. 44017
Mr. Stephen John Hall, 610 Lake Shore
Dr., Maitland, Fl. 32751
Miss Tanni Munro Hall, Route 6, Columbia,
Ct. 06237
Miss M. Shepard Hallberg, Mason's Island,
Mystic, Ct. 06355
Miss Christina D. Hames, 14641 S. W. 84th
Court, Miami, Fl. 33158
Miss Martha Lendon Hamilton, 1 Broad-
field, Jackson, Tn. 38301
Mr. Thomas W. Hamilton, 3030 Aloma Apt.
E5, Winter Park, Fl. 32789
Miss Catherine Anne Hammett, W. Mont-
gomery St., P. O. Box 8, Gaffney, S. C.
29340
Miss Caroline E. Hammond, S. Parker
Road, Rt. 7, Greenville, S. C. 29609
Miss Sally Christine Hansen, 1050 Hills-
boro Mile, No. 808 W. Hillsboro Beach,
Fl. 33062
Mr. William Ross Happel, 803 Heather
Court, Houston, Tx. 77024
Miss Hermina Harich, 31 S. Cortez Ave.,
N. Orlando, Fl. 32707
Miss Mary Margaret Harkins, 9103 Brae-
burn Valley, Houston, Tx. 77036
Mr. Ivan Thomas Harlow, 6 Hathaway
Lane, Montville, N. J. 07045
Mr. Charles Owen Harman, 76 Carew
Road, Hamden. Ct.
Mr. Christopher R. Harmer
Miss Amy Louise Harmon, Harmon Road,
Churchville, N.Y. 14428
Mr. Royal Alexander Harper, Loch L,ane,
Greenwich, Ct. 06830
Miss Sherry Leigh Harper, 2550 S. Semo-
ran Blvd., Winter Park, Fl. 32789
Mr. Dan Norman Harris, Box 2357, 380
Broad Avenue S., Naples, Fl. 33940
Mr. Maurice Harris, 1210 Poplar, Apt. H,
Chattanooga, Tn. 37403
Miss Lee Harrison, 136 E. Saddle River
Rd., Saddle River, N. J. 07458
Mr. Ant Je Lee Harrod, 905 Garden Plaza,
Orlando, Fl.
.
32803
Miss Christelle Harrod, 905 Garden Plaza,
Orlando, Fl. 32803
Miss Pamela Hartford, 1103 West Forest
Rd., Lakewood, Oh. 44107
Mr. Jeremy Hartley, Gairlochy Warwick,
Bermuda.
Mr. Daniel R. Harvey, 316 W. Chelton Rd.,
Upland, Pa. 19015
Mr. Christopher Haskett, 1540 Grove Ter-
race, Winter Park, Fl. 32789
Lawrence I. Hauser, 76 Grand Ave., Rock-
ville Center, N. Y. 11570
Mr. Sherwood M. Hawkins, 9316 Pella
Place, Clinton, Md. 20735
Mr. Thomas Andrew Hawkins, 1325 Mill
Hill Rd., Southport, Ct. 06490
Charles Hawley, 925 Laurel Ave., Glendale,
Cincinnati, Oh. 45246
Miss Carol J. Hayden, Apt. 1830, 400 East
Randolph, Chicago, II. 60601
Mr. Timothy Joseph Hayes, 243 W. Gorgas
Lane, Philadelphia, Pa. 19119
Mr. John Adams Heathcote, R. D. 2, Cots-
wold Farms, Chester Springs, Pa. 19425
Mr. Steven Larue Heffner, 456 Percy St.,
S. Williamsport, Pa. 17701
Mr. John F. Hegarty, 12 Clark St., Brook-
lyn, N. Y. 11201
Miss Susan Anne Heller, Apt. 102, 700 N.
E. 14th Ave., Hallandale, Fl. 33009
Miss Christine Krez Helmer, 715 Forest
Avenue, Willmette, II. 60091
Miss Barbara Ellen Henning, 45 Mason
Drive, Manhasset, N. Y. 11030
Miss Mary K. Hunninger, 5867 Aylesboro
Ave., Pittsburgh, Pa. 15217
Miss Carol Lynne Henshaw, 9343 Sibelius
Dr., Vienna, Va. 22180
Miss Maureen June Hergert, 814 Loney
Street, Philadelphia, Pa. 19111
Miss Vicki Elaine Hiatt, 1404 N. E. 24th
Ct., Ft. Lauderdale, Fl. 33305
Miss Nancy Anne Hicks, 1621 Griffith Ave.,
Owensboro, Ky. 42301
Mr. Robert Ewing Hicks, 1621 Griffith
Ave., Owensboro, Ky. 42301
Dwight G. Higgs, 3193 Notre Dame St.,
Tallahassee, Fl.
Mr. Lee F. Hildenbiddle, 211 Holt Ave.,
Apt. 5, Winter Park, Fl. 32789
Mr. Richard S. Hildreth, 533 4th Place,
S. W., Vero Beach, Fl. 32960
Miss Janet Lee Hiles, 1815 N. W. 129th
Terrace, Miami, Fl. 33167
Miss Sandra Jade Hill, 1716 S. E. 7th St.
Isle, Ft. Lauderdale, Fl. 33316
Mr. Tobin Hufstader Hinkle, 8802 Carlton
Oaks Dr., Santee, Ca. 92071
Miss Janis Emily Hirsch, 224 Sullivan
Way, Trenton, N. J. 08628
Mr. Leo D. Hochstetter, St. George's Hill
Broadlands, Weybridge South Road, Sur-
rey, England.
Mr. Harald Hoegbert, 515 Middlesex Road,
Darien, Ct. 06820
Miss Janet E. Hogan, 40 Old Coach Rd.,
Salem, N. H. 03079
Mr. David McCausland Holden, 25 Bay
View Rd., Durham, N. H. 03824
Mr. Buell Hollister, III, 1270 Lakeview
Drive, Winter Park, Fl. 32789
Miss Elizabeth Hollister, 2370 Lakeview
Dr., Winter Park, Fl. 32789
Miss Debra Lee Holmes, 5210 West Flagler
St., Miami, Fl. 33134
Mr. Peter Lewis Holnback, 106 Winfield
Road, Princeton, N. J. 08540
Miss Janette Louise Hopkins, 2985 Mont-
gomery Rd., Shaker Heights, Oh. 44122
Sreve G. Horneffer, c/o Trimingham Bros.
Ltd., Hamilton, Bermuda
Miss Janet Ellen Howell, Rt. 1, Box 67B,
Branford, Fl. 32008
Mr. Jeffery Reed Hubbard, 2176 Marques
Ave., San Jose, Ca. 95125
Mr. William B. Hudgins, Jr., 738 W. Pace's
Ferry, N. W., Atlanta, Ga. 30327
Mr. Richard L. Huffard, 323 Princess Isa-
bel, Rio de Janeiro, Brazil
Miss Diane Hughes, 25 Chestnut Drive,
Hastings-Hudson, N. Y. 10706
Mr. Jonathan Adams Hunt, 16 Chiltern
Rd., Weston, Ma. 02193
Mr. Robert P. Hunter, Jr., 20 Benjamin
Rd., Lexington, Ma. 02173
Eppa Hunton, 6705 River Rd., Richmond,
Va. 23229
Miss Alison Elaine Hurd, 2300 Winnetka
Ave., Northfield, II. 60093
Miss Kathleen Hurd, 65 Fairfield Ave., W.
Caldwell, N. J. 07006
Miss Alison Hurst, 863 Park Ave. N., Winter
Park, Fl. 32789
Mr. Robert James Husband, 11 Church St.,
Westboro, Ma. 01581
Miss Wendy Burns Huston, 22 Sunny
Reach Dr., W. Hartford, Ct. 06117
Mr. Guy Austin Irving, 1616 Blair Rd.,
Petersburg, Va. 23803
Miss Jane Buell Isensee, 301 Willowbrook
Dr., Mason City, la. 50401
Miss Barbara Jo Ivey,2305 Smiley Avenue,
Winter Park, Fl. 32789
Miss Katherine C. Ivey, 631 Colville Rd.,
Charlotte, N. C. 28207
Miss Krisita Anne Jackson, 1641 N. W.
26th Ave., Ft. Lauderdale, Fl. 33311
Mr. Sven G. Jackson, c/o U.S.O. M/EDI
PE, APO San Francisco, Ca. 96346
Miss Wendy Jackson, 3909 Barcelona St.,
Tampa, Fl. 33609
Mr. Douglas William Jacobs, 126 Hillside
Ave., Creskill, N. J. 07626
Miss Carolyn Sue Jacoby, 1 1 Willow Green
Drive, Cocoa Beach, Fl. 32931
Miss Ellouise James, P. O. Box 153, Christ-
mas, Fl. 32709
Miss Theda Rose James, 3064 N. W. 52nd
Street, Miami, Fl. 33142
Mr. Leroy Jameson, 1220 S. Ocean Blvd.,
Manalapan, Fl. 33460
Miss Deborah Ann Jamieson, 2601 Delmar
Place, Ft. Lauderdale, Fl. 33301
Miss Anna Lynne Jamison, 1930 Forrest
Road, Winter Park, Fl. 32789
Mr. Robert Janukowicz, 69 Highlands Av-
enue, Springfield, N. J. 07081
Mr. Charles Janvier, III, 902 Nashville
Ave., New Orleans, La. 70115
Miss Suan Blair Jefferson, 51 Lindbergh
Avenue, Needham, Ma. 02194
Mr. Daryl H. Jenkins, 920 Crescent Ave.,
Sewickley, Pa. 15143
Miss Doris E. Jenkins, 4901 Barrington Dr.,
Columbia, S. C. 29203
Mr. Frank Ford Jenkins, 1328 Ingleside
Avenue, Jacksonville, Fl. 32205
Mr. Gary Walter Jenkins, 974 Dewey St.,
S. W., Atlanta, Ga. 30310
Mr. Douglas Field Jennings, 75 Turner Hill
Rd., New Canaan, Ct. 06840
Miss Paula Rae Jenson, 110 N. Warbler
Lane, Sarasota, Fl. 33577
Mr. John T. Jeter, Marlborough Road,
Newtown Square, Pa. 19073
Mr. Craig Allan Johnson, 4503 Fremont
Ave. So., Minneapolis, Mn. 55409
Miss Gail Johnson, 4503 Fremont Ave., So.,
Minneapolis, Mn. 55409
Miss Karen E. Johnson, 24 Peach Street,
Walpole, Ma.
Miss Deborah Ann Jones, 45 Frontenac Dr.,
St. Louis, Mo. 63131
Miss Mignonne J. Jones, 1909 Amster-
dam Ave., New York, N. Y. 10032
Miss Cheryl Lynn Jordan, Pecksland Rd.,
Greenwich, Ct. 06830
Mr. Thomas E. Jordan, Jr., 1409 Leeway,
Orlando, Fl. 32810
Mr. Frank Daniel Joseph, 785 Merriman
Road, Akron, Oh. 44303
Mr. Steven Ray Kaldenberg, 2704 Wedge-
wood Road, Des Moines, la. 50317
Mr. Howard William Kane, 802 A James-
town Dr., Winter Park, Fl. 32789
Miss Jennifer Sara Kaplan, 24 Bencliff
Circle, Newton, Ma. 02166
Miss Nancy Ann Kaiser, 6306 Hollins Dr.,
Bethesda, Md. 20034
Miss Stephanie F. Kass, 540 N. E. 139th
St., N. Miami, Fl. 33161
Miss Ruthmary Kay, 82 Wood Grove Road,
Memphis, Tn. 38117
Miss Kathleen Keating, 34 Harriet St.,
Norwalk, Ct. 06851
Miss Virginia F. Keeffe, 269 Madison Road,
Scarsdale, N. Y. 10583
Miss Caroline C. Kelley, 2950 E. Stanford
Rd., Englewood, Co. 80110
Miss Patrice Jane Kelley, 6005 Corewood
Lane, Bethesda, Md. 20016
Miss Mary Pamela Kellogg, 11091 Navajo
Dr. No., St. Petersburg, Fl. 33708
Miss Virginia Ann Kendall, Kirby Lane
North, Rye, N. Y. 10580
John L. Kennedy, 6132 Allwood Court,
Baltimore, Md. 21210
Mr. Lester Phillip Kennedy, 50 Coleman
St., Seekonk, Ma, 02771
Miss Patricia Helen Kenney, 320 West Hills
Rd., New Canaan, Ct. 06840
Mr. Neal Scott Kerr, Rural Route, Morning
Sun, la. 52640
Miss Anne Weston Ketcham, 2 E. Melrose
St., Chevy Chase, Md.
Mr. Carey Wayne Ketchum, 2111 Corena
Drive, Orlando, Fl. 32810
Mr. Robert C. Khouri, 36 Russell Heights,
Kingston, Jamaica.
Miss Eleanor E. Kibler, 811 Poinsettia St.,
Columbia, S. C. 29205
Mr. David Manwon Kidd, Box 352, Orleans,
Ma. 02653
Mr. Steven Leslie Keirnan, 73 Pleasant
Street, S. Weymouth, Ma.
Miss Kathleen Mae Killion, 3200 Haw-
thorne Dr., Columbus, In. 47201
Mr. Gary R. Kilmer, 1701 Lee Rd., Apt.
42G, Winter Park, Fl. 32789
Miss Hedwig Gray Kimmons, 1250 N. State
Parkway, Chicago, II. 60610
Miss Joan Ellsworth King, 2398 Areca Palm
Rd., Boca Raton, Fl.
Miss Martha Maria King, 303 Trammell
Street, Calhoun, Ga. 30701
Miss Maria Joann Kingsley, 8711 Joyce Dr.,
Orlando, Fl. 32809
Mr. Daniel Jay Kinney, 5955 Leebel Rd.,
E. Petersburg, Pa. 17520
Miss Linda Kinzler, 1460 N. E. 63rd Ct.,
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Ft. Lauderdale, Fl. 33308
Mr. John Edward Kippax, 915 Westdale
Ave., Swarthmore, Pa. 19081
Mr. Stephen J. Kirkpatrick, 1690 Roosevelt
Rd., Owensboro, Ky. 42301
Mr. Daniel Raymond Kirkwood, 1701 Pinel-
las Point Drive, So., St. Petersburg, Fl.
33712
Mr. John D. Kirouac, 112 Essex St. S. R.
436, Altamonte Spring, Fl. 32701
Mr. Frank A. Kissel, Box 128, Far Hills,
N. J. 07931
Mr. Thomas Burton Klemann, 1010 Hibis-
cus Lane, Delray Beach, Fl. 33444
Mr. Gilbert Fox Klein, Jr., 143 Woodland
Rd., Madison, N. J. 07940
Mr. Douglas Kling, 132 Surrey Drive, New
Rochelle, N. Y. 10804
Miss Kerry Lynn Klopcich, 1032 Janesville
Ave., Ft. Atkinson, Wi. 53538
Mr. Robert John Klug, 2132 Mt. Vernon
Blvd., E. Cleveland, Oh. 44112
Patricia Knight, 7119 N. Barnett Lane,
Milwaukee, Wi. 53217
Miss Diana Despard Knott, 134 Melrose
Ave., Kenilworth, II. 60043
Mr. Michael V. Knox, 1250 S. Maitland
Terrace 48, Ft. Lauderdale, Fl. 33308
Miss Nancy Lucile Lafferty, 2500 Hawley
Circle, El Paso, Tx. 79903
Miss Craig Alexa Laggren, 527 Forest Ave.,
Evanston, II. 60202
Mr. Ronald Elvin Lague, 1040 Richwood
Ave., Cincinnati, Oh. 45226
Miss Veronica Lai, 34 East Kings House
Rd., Kingston 6, Jamaica, W. I.
Mrs. Anne M. Lambright, 2517 Amherst,
Orlando, Fl. 32804
Miss Christine E. Lammers, 1896 Sailfish
Rd., S., St. Petersburg, Fl. 33707
Miss Debra Anne Lamorte, 15 Hillcrest
Drive, Pelham Manor, N. Y. 10803
Mr. Robert Sickler Lampp, 3401 Trentwood
Blvd., Orlando, Fl. 32809
Mr. Richard W. Landa, 200 Northwind
Drive, El Paso, Tx. 79912
Miss Pamela Lu Ann Lander, 6 Randolph
PI., Northampton, Ma. 01060
Mr. Stephen Landers, P. O. Box 262, Ham-
ilton, Bermuda.
Mr. Garry Randolph Lane, 68 Schofield
Place, West Point, N. Y. 10996
Mr. Peter Stanton Lane, 25 Orchard Rd.,
Florham Park, N. J. 07932
Ave., Winter Park, Fl. 32789
Miss Valerie Ann Kozelski, Main Dr. P.O.
Box 591, Bonita Spring, Fl. 33923
Mr. Edward Frank Krehl, 1708 Nebraska
Ave., Orlando, Fl. 32803
Miss Barbara Carol Kriesel, 4813 Upper
Terrace, Edina, Mn. 55435
Mr. Barry Kroening, 2411 Grand Ave., Ni-
agra Falls, N. Y. 14301
Miss Karen Edwards Kronauer, Old Little-
ton Rd., Harvard, Ma. 01451
Miss Lois Jane Krudener, 300 Mooring Line
Dr., Naples, Fl. 33904
Miss Barbara M. T. Krussman, Justin Rd.,
Harrison, N. Y. 10528
Mr. Stephen Strieker Kuni, 834 Plaza Place,
Ocean City, N. J. 08776
Miss Jane Cornelia Kuntz, 50 Eton Road,
Larchmont, N. Y. 10538
Mr. Michael Hilary Kutz, 401 S. Richard
St., Bedford, Pa. 15522
Miss Nancy Lynne Kyle, 13200 S. W. 69th
Court, Miami, Fl. 33156
Miss Eugenie Labranche, 12 Locust St.,
Marblehead, Ma. 01945
Mr. Louis Andre La Croix, 4050 N. E. 12th
Miss Janet B. Lanman, 1321 Elliott Dr.,
Munster, In. 46321
Mr. Robert Lewis Lapp, 731 East 22nd
Street, Brooklyn, N. Y. 11210
Miss Carter Ann Larsen, 1730 Bay Isle
Drive, Point Pleasant, N. J. 08742
Mr. Anthony Thomas Laudonia, 91 Valley
Rd., Cos Cob, Ct. 06807
Mr. Fred James Lauten, 1507 Glastonberry
Rd., Maitland, Fl. 32751
Mr. Bryan Lavine, 753 Wildwood Dr., N.
W., Warren, Oh. 44483
Miss Mary Stewart Law, 5400 S. W. 105th
St., Miami, Fl. 33156
Miss Nancy Hamilton Lawson, Concord
Turnpike, Lincoln, Ma. 01773
Miss Katharine Anne Lawton, 4 Jaccard
Lane, St. Louis, Mo. 63131
Miss Marsha L. Lawton, North Street,
Litchfield, Ct. 06759
Mr. Tong Hoon Lee, 1801 N. Semoran
Apts., 5573 N. Semoran Blvd., Winter
Park, Fl. 32789
Mr. Raymond Lee Lefort, Jr., 3604 Dagon
Street, Orlando, Fl. 32806
Miss Cece Ann Lehr, 16400 Gulf Blvd.,
Redington Beach, Fl. 33708
Mr. Robert V. Leighton III, 8785 Old Indian
Hill, Cincinnati, Oh. 45243
Miss Alexandra L. Leigon, 700 Dixie Park-
way, Winter Park, Fl. 32789
Miss Joyce Ann Leitch, 1502 Forest Lane,
McLean, Va. 22101
Mr. H. Clark Leming, 419 St. Augustine,
Temple Terrace, Fl. 33617
Mr. Stephen William Leon, 12 Bittersweet
Trail, Wilton, Ct. 06897
Miss Christy E. Leschen, 5 Sunnymead,
St. Louis, Mo. 63124
Mr. Mark Steven Levitski, R.D. 2, Box 39,
Newton, N. J. 07860
Mr. Steven Joseph Levitt, 170 E. 83rd
Street, New York, N. Y. 10028
Miss Dianne Martin Lewis, 900 E. Ring-
wood Rd., N., Lake Forest, II. 60045
Mr. Richard Lee Liber, 2297 Stillwagon Rd.,
S. E., Warren, Oh. 44484
Miss Carol Ann Lightbourn, P. O. Box 236,
Nassau, Bahamas.
Miss Beth Arlene Lincks, 8204 Westmore-
land Dr., Sarasota, Fl. 33580
Miss Lynda Joyce Lincoln, 1700 Venetian
Way, Winter Park, Fl. 32789
Miss Patricia Ann Lindsey, 302 N. Alex-
ander Ave., Washington, Ga. 30673
Miss Meridy Sue Lippoldt, 101 Oakleigh
Drive, Maitland, Fl. 32751
Miss Janis Liro, 275 Morris St., South-
bridge, Ma. 01550
Miss Carol Kay Lit tell, 7012 N. Country
Club, Oklahoma City, Ok. 73116
Mr. Richard Gregory Litton, 2385 Kenil-
worth Rd., Cleveland Heights, Oh. 44106
Mr. Michael S. Loescher, 344 Timberlane,
Gretna, La. 70053
Mr. David Charles Logan, 585 Sheeler Ave.,
Apopka, Fl. 32703
Miss Cynthia Jane Long, Andorra Rd.,
Lafayette Hill, Pa. 19444
Miss M. Catherine Long, 5308 Indian Crest
Rd., Louisville, Ky. 40207
Mr. G. Geoffrey Longstaff, 3409 Greenway,
Apt. 2A, Baltimore, Md. 21218
Mr. Edmund Francis Longworth, Chateau
Du Lac Apts., 1500 Gay Road, Winter
Park, Fl. 32789
Mr. James Couper Lord, Jr., 815 Lake
Formosa Dr., Winter Park, Fl. 32789
Miss Mary Beth Lowell, 133 W. Fairway
Dr., Hamilton, Oh. 45013
Mr. John F. Lowman, 40 Allwood Rd., Dar-
ien, Ct. 06820
Miss Laurie Alison Luther, Texaco Carib-
bean, Apartado 779, Santo Domingo,
Dominican Republic.
Mr. Clifford J. Luty, 1616 Egan Dr., Orlando,
Fl. 32807
Miss Lisa Kavanaugh Lyle, 1217 Summit
Drive, Lexington, Ky. 40502
Mr. Robert R. Lyon, Jr., 10114 106th Ter-
ace, N. Seminole, Fl. 33540
Mr. Dean Stephen Lyras, 11877 Lost Tree
Way, N. Palm Beach, Fl.
Mr. & Mrs. Clark K. Lytle, Jr., 2085 Hunt-
erfield Rd., Maitland, Fl. 32751
Miss Kay Lizbeth Macalonan, 902 Brandon
Circle, Aurora, Oh. 44202
Miss Petrea J. MacDonald, 1170 Banbury
Tr., Maitland, Fl. 32751
Mr. Donald Davis MacKiernan, Virginia
Hall, Apt. 601, 690 Osceola Ave., Winter
Park, Fl. 32789
Miss Carolyn K. MacKintosh, 7520 Arrow-
wood Rd., Bethesda, Md. 20034
Mr. Fred Lauren Maddison, 25 Chatham
Way, Lynnfield, Ma. 01940
Miss Ann Elaine Maddox, 2709 Amsden
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Rd., Winter Park, Fl. 32789
Mr. Michael David Madonick, 5424 Arling-
ton Ave., New York, N. Y. 10471
Mr. Richard B. Magner, Apt. 419, 1160
S. Main St., Middletown, Ct. 06457
Miss Jacqueline K. Malapert, 33 Mary Jane
Lane, Newtown Square, Pa. 19073
Miss Ann C. Maletta, 17-F Hope St., Apt.
9A, Stamford, Ct. 06906
Mr. Robert Michael Malis, 201 N. Green-
wood, LaGrange, Ga. 30240
Miss Janet E. Mann, 930 Crestmont Rd.,
Bryn Mawr, Pa.
Mr. Albert Hunt Marckwald, 111 East 80th
St., New York, N. Y. 10021
Mr. Edward James Markey, 705 E. Beau
St., Washington, Pa. 15301
Miss Jane Wilson Marks, 140 Seven Oaks
Drive, Greenville, S. C. 29605
Mr. Edward L. Marnock, 1885 Contessa Ct.,
Winter Park, Fl. 32789
Edward A. Marsh, 65 Fallow Field Lane,
Fairfield, Ct. 06430
Mr. Todd Bradley Marsh, 111 Azalea Place,
Winter Park, Fl. 32789
Miss Linda Edith Marshall, 821 S. Bemis-
ton, St. Louis, Mo. 63105
Miss Roberta Ann Marsho, 623 Mayflower
Ave., Sheboygan, Wi. 53081
Mr. John Edward Marszalek, 4448 S. Troy,
Chicago, II. 60632
Mr. Bertram T. Martin, Jr., 50 Harbor Ave.,
Marblehead, Ma. 01945
Miss Brenda Joyce Martin, 831 Webster
Ave., Winter Park, Fl. 32789
Mr. George Herman Martin, R. R. 2, Wood-
stock, Ct. 06281
Mr. Lyman C. Martin III, 454 Swing Lane,
Louisville, Ky. 40207
Miss Melissa Michaux Martin, 1103 Ra-
leigh Rd., Glenview, II. 60025
Mr. Jorge L. Martinez-Fonts, 9922 S. W.
21st St., Miami, Fl. 33165
Miss Candace Lynn Masek, 24206 Lantern
Dr., Olmsted Falls, Oh. 44138
Mr. Edward Keyser Masland, Jr., 904 Glen-
dale Ct., Carlisle, Pa. 17013
Miss Susan Carol Massar, 32 Brodwood Dr.,
Stamford, Ct. 06902
Mr. Paul Duane Matheny, 1217 Denton
Road, Winter Park, Fl. 32789
Miss Jacqueline S. Mathiot, 450 N. E. 52nd
Terrace, Miami, Fl. 33137
Miss Jennifer A. Matthews, 713 Doby Ave.,
Orlando, Fl. 32805
Mr. James Mitchell Maynard, 227 S. W.
11th St. Dania, Fl. 33004
Mr. Robert W. Maynard, 227 S. W. 11th
Street, Dania, Fl. 33004
Miss Verlie Jane Mayo, 2828 Meadow Lane,
Henderson, N. C. 27536
Miss Janice H. McAteer, 1115 Jackson
Place, Baldwin, N. Y. 11510
Mr. Stephen Mark McAuliff, 3520 Went-
wood Drive, Dallas, Tx. 75225
Mr. James Douglas McAvity, Buckfield
Lane, Greenwich, Ct. 06830
Mr. Robert George McCabe, 471 Stafford
Ave., Bristol, Ct. 06010
Mr. Peter L. McCarthy, Rt. 3, Box 118A,
Wayzata, Mn. 55391
Mr. David Scott McCauley, 55 Sawmill
Lane, Greenwich, Ct. 06830
Mrs. Mary A. McAmmon, 310 Roosevelt,
Lebanon, II. 62254
Mr. David M. McComb, P. O. Box 1111,
Deland, Fl. 32720
Mr. Christopher McCormick, 289 Glen-
wood, Lake Forest, II. 60045
Miss Pamela Anne McFall, 21101 N. E.
2nd Ave., N. Miami Beach, Fl. 33162
Mr. Randall C. McFall, 19700 Shelburne
Rd., Shaker Heights, Oh. 441 18
Miss Sherryl L. McGee, Desmoulin Lane,
Marblehead, Ma. 01945
Mr. James Brown McGhie, 3910 Jammes
Rd., Jacksonville, Fl. 32210
Miss Carolyn C. McGinnis, 1577 Upland
Rd., Huntington, W. V. 25701
Mr. Mark Stephan McGuire, 21 Annella
Rd., Brockton, Ma. 02402
Miss Ailsa Laurie McKee, 134 West 8th
St., Pittsburgh, Pa. 15215
Peter B. McKenna, 9 Northridge Rd., Old
Greenwich, Ct. 08670
Mr. Regis Brian McKenna, 400 E. 52nd
St., Apt. 4F, New York, N. Y.
Miss Martha Kelley McMahon, 1594 Don-
caster Dr., Atlanta, Ga. 30309
Miss Karen Lynn McMillin, 1240 Hunting-
ton, Kansas City, Mo. 641 13
Mr. Robert James McNally, 37-50 93rd St.,
Jackson Heights, N. Y. 11372
Miss Marianne Jean McNulty, 10 Polly
Park Rd., Rye, N. Y. 10580
Miss Jennifer Lynn McNutt, 595 Arrow-
head Trail, Knoxville, Tn. 37919
Miss Susan Carroll Meade, c/o Wilson-
Murrow, Inc., P. O. Box 852, Riyadh,
Saudi Arabia.
Mr. Robert Milton Meckley, 2021 Taylor
Ave., Winter Park, Fl. 32789
Miss Ann Kristine Meierkord, RD 2, Route
711 South, Barron Rd., Ligonier, Pa.
15658
Mr. Robert Lee Mellen III, 1310 13th St.,
Bedford, In. 47421
Mr. Craig Keith Mello, Seabreeze, South-
ampton West, Bermuda.
Mrs. Deborah Mello, 11 North St., Matta-
poisett. Ma. 02739
Mr. Richard Curtis Menneg, 152 Southport
Woods, Southport, Ct. 06490
Mr. Gregory S. Mercer, 11 Dinsmore St.,
Nashua, N. H. 03060
Mr. Timothy John Merrigan, 1302 Druid
Road, Maitland, Fl. 32751
Mr. Bruce M. Merrill, RD No. 2, Delanson,
N. Y.
Mr. David Michael Merullo, 159 Summer
Avenue, Reading, Ma. 01867
Mrs. Helen Andres Metcalfe, Chatham
Hall, Chatham, Va. 24531
Mr. Taylor Brooks Metcalfe, 407 Compton
Road, Wyoming, Oh. 45215
Mr. George L. Miller III, 7801 Ardmore
Ave., Philadelphia, Pa. 19118
Mr. Glenn Edward Miller, 1111 Park Manor
Dr., Orlando, Fl. 32807
Miss Jacqueline Miller, 319 E. Lancaster
Ave., Downingtown, Pa. 19335
Miss Katherine M. Miller, 631 Pitcairn PI.,
Pittsburgh, Pa. 15232
Miss Nancy Joy Miller, 406 Cedar Lane,
New Canaan, Ct. 06840
Miss Patricia Ann Miller, 1061 Fairview
Lane, Riviera Beach, Fl. 33404
Mr. Stanley Dack Miller, 1389 Regent St.,
Schenectedy, N. Y. 12309
Mr. Stuart Burke Miller, 1811 Washington
Blvd., Huntington, W. V. 25701
Mr. Geoffrey Lee Milner, c/o Texaco Carib-
bean, Apartado 344, San Salvador, El
Salvador.
Miss Mary Louise Moffett, 2111 Atoka Dr.,
Orlando, Fl. 32805
Miss Marguerite P. Monroe, 207 Beechwood
Rd., Ridgewood, N. J. 07450
Mr. Joseph A. Monserrat, 11902 S. W. 37th
Terrace, Miami, Fl. 33165
Mr. James Russell Monteith, 760 Forest
Avenue, Rye, N. Y. 10580
Mr. Byron Moore, 4249 Gaither St., Orlan-
do, Fl. 32805
Mr. Jonathan Turner Moore, 69 Curlew,
Lantana, Fl. 33460
Miss Linda Kay Moore, Rt. 1, Box 434,
Longwood, Fl. 32750
Miss Mary K. Moore, 5540 Shadow Lawn
Dr., Sarasota, Fl. 33581
Mr. Maurice J. Moore III, 59 Stratford Rd.,
Rockville Center, N. Y. 11570
Miss Natalie C. Moore, 2626 Castilla Isle,
Ft. Lauderdale, Fl. 33301
Mr. Thomas Philip Moore, 334 Weaver St.,
Larchmont, N. Y. 10538
Mr. Mercedes Moreno, 513 Puerta Court,
Altamonte Spring, Fl. 32701
Mr. Richard Scott Morgan, 17 Kent Rd.,
Scarsdale, N. Y. 10583
Miss Ann Taylor Morison, P. O. Box 495,
Mountain Lake, Lake Wales, Fl. 33853
Mr. Gregory Charles Morris, Industria De
Parafusos Mapri, Sao Paulo, Brazil.
Miss Gwendolyn V. Morris, 911 Carver
Street, Winter Park, Fl. 32789
Miss Lee Frances Morris, 608 Conshohoc-
ken St., Gladwyne, Pa. 19035
Miss Katharine Ann Morrisey, 509 Euclid
Avenue, Elmira, N. Y. 14905
Mr. Craig William Morrison, 35 Archer Dr.,
Bronxville, N. Y. 10708
Mr. Robert Bruce Morrison, 57 Apple Road,
Bristol, Ct. 06010
Mr. Charles B. Morton, Jr., 405 Northwest
21st Ave., Ft. Lauderdale, Fl. 33311
Miss Constance Elise Morton, 2129 E. 23rd
St., Tulsa, Ok. 74114
Miss Anne McClaren Moses, 850 W. 53
Terrace, Kansas City, Mo. 64112
Mr. Michael Bruce Moss, Inwood Road,
Woodbridge Ct. 06525
Miss Jane Ames Mullendore, 2 Layton Ter-
race, St. Louis, Mo. 63124
Miss Clare Marie Murphy, 1306 Louisiana
Ave., Lake Charles, La. 70601
William D. Murphy, Jr., 140 N. Main St.,
Cohasset, Ma. 02025
Mr. Christopher Murray, 69 Shadow Lane,
New Rochelle, N. Y. 10801
Miss Jonette N. Muszynski, 346 E. Kaley
St., Orlando, Fl. 32806
Mr. Steven Carl Mutschler, Box 456, Perry-
ville, Md. 21903
Mr. Robert Durand Nadeau, 453 Spinnaker
Dr., Naples, Fl. 33940
Mr. Charles William Nagle, P. O. Box 283,
Malvern, Pa. 19355
Mr. James Earl Narrmore, 705 Doss Ave-
nue, Orlando, Fl. 32809
Mr. David Stanton Nash, P. O. Box 68,
Weymouth, Ma. 02188
Mr. John Lewis Neal III, 1023 S.E. 19th
St., Gainesville, Fl. 32601
Mr. Blair Douglas Neller, 1600 Grove Ave.,
Highland Park, II. 60035
Miss Darby Ann Neptune, 11921 Goya Dr.,
Potomac, Md. 20854
Miss Cynthia Layne Neskow, 107 River Dr.,
Tequesta, Fl. 33458
Mr. Wells Beekman Newell, 1212 Fifth
Ave., New York, N. Y. 10029
Mr. Roy Peter Newman, 27 Beverly Court,
Belleville, N. J. 07109
Miss Deborah Lynne Newsam, 42 Thea
Lane, Huntington, N. Y. 11743
Mr. William T. Newton, 324 South Men-
denhall, Memphis, Tn. 38117
Miss Nancy E. Nicholson, 4 Rolling Ridge
Rd., Northfield, II. 60093
Miss Adele Margaret Nicony, 82 Hathaway
Lane, Essex Falls, N. J. 07021
Miss Sharon Lynn Nivens, 840 Camellia
Court, Plantation, Fl. 33313
Mr. Kenneth Edward Nolen, 35 Starboard
Way, Tequesta, Fl. 33458
Mr. James Wallace Norris, 6 Midvale Ave.,
W. Caldwell, N. J. 07006
Mr. Theodore H. Northrup, 106 Wendell
Terrace, Syracuse, N. Y. 13203
Mr. Gary Lee Novak, 2891 Davie Blvd.,
Ft. Lauderdale, Fl. 33312
Mr. John Richard Nuber, 541 S. Mashta
Dr., Key Biscayne, Fl. 33149
Miss Virginia C. Nuttle, 4216 Wickford Rd.,
Baltimore, Md. 21210
Mr. Theodore Stimpson Nye, 61 Walnut
St., Milton, Ma. 02186
William P. O'Connor, 202 Southampton
Rd. Anchorage, Ky. 40223
Mr. Jeffrey H. Oetjen, 1563 Lynn Dr., Lan-
caster, Oh. 43130
Miss Darcy Anne Olesen, 49 Brett Lane,
Bedford, N. Y. 10506
Miss Sherrill Ann Oliver, 220 Hunting
Lodge Dr., Miami Springs, Fl. 33166
Mr. Bertram L. O'Neill, Jr., 8703 Seminole
Ave., Philadelphia, Pa. 19118
Miss Dierdre E. O'Niell, 110 Oak St.,
Franklin, La. 70538
Mr. Joseph B. Organ, Jr., 7901 Washington
Blvd., River Forest, II. 60305
Miss Joanne Oshins, 1050 Park Ave., New
York, N. Y. 10028
Mr. John L. Osmer, Jr., 28 Euclid Ave.,
Maplewood, N. J. 07040
Mr. John Mandell Ourisman, 2 Oxford
Street, Chevey Chase, Md. 20015
Miss M. Christina Pae, Apartado 3617
Central, Guadalajara Jalisco, Mexico.
Mr. Stephen F. Page, 2648 E. 37th St.,
Tulsa, Ok. 74105
Miss Dorothy Diane Palmer, 96 Richmond
Hill Rd., New Canaan, Ct. 06840
Mr. Berkley Melvin Parmelee, 147 Thatch
Palm Cove, Boca Raton, Fl. 33432
Miss Ann Henderson Passino, 31650 West-
lady, Birmingham, Mi. 48010
Miss Faye Beldan Patch, 220 E. 62nd St.,
New York, N. Y. 10021
Miss Bonita C. Patterson, 455 Lakefront
Blvd., Winter Park, Fl. 32789
Miss Pamela Ann Paul, Ford Motor Do
Brazil, Caixa Postal 8062, Sao Paulo,
Brazil.
Miss Elaine L. Pauly, 2163 Seven Hill Dr.,
Cincinnati, Oh. 45240
Miss Juliann Pedersen, 629 Lake Shore
Drive, Maitland Fl. 32751
Mr. David K. Peebles, Apt. 306H Orchard
Trace, 1701 Lee Rd., Winter Park, Fl.
32789
Mr. Christopher John Peers, 1461 Lyndale
Blvd., Maitland, Fl. 32751
Mr. Ward Whiton Pendleton, 5115 Dale-
carlie Drive, Washington, D. C. 20016
Mr. Boies Penrose, 737 S. Roberts Rd., Bryn
Mawr, Pa. 19010
Mr. Charles H. Perlo, 406 School St., Bel-
mont, Ma. 02178
Mr. Michael Timothy Perry, Box 1631,
Balboa, Canal Zone.
Mr. Clifford Simpson Peters, Highland
Farm Road, Greenwich, Ct. 06830
Miss Susan Lee Peters, 18 Shirley Blvd.,
Cranston, R. I. 02910
Mr. Hugh G. Petersen, Meadow Croft Lane,
Greenwich, Ct. 06830
Mr. Mikel George Petersen, 2160 N. Park
Ave., Winter Park, Fl. 32789
Miss Suzanne Elise Petersen, Meadowcroft
Lane, Greenwich, Ct. 06830
Miss Mary Gwen Peterson, 1744 Starwan
Rd., E., Jacksonville, Fl. 32211
Mr. Michael Gustav Peterson, 5698 Estero
Blvd. Ft. Myers Beach, Fl. 33931
Miss Margaret Ann Petrosky, 25 Old Estate
Road, Manhasset, N. Y. 11030
Mr. Stephen Douglas Pfeiffer, 612 San Juan
Blvd., Orlando, Fl. 32807
Miss Patricia E. Pfingst, 199 W. Wind Rd.,
Louisville, Ky. 40207
Mr. Henry W. Pfingstag, Apt. 60, 1123
Center Parkway, Lexington, Ky. 40502
Martha M. Phillips, 480 N.W. 45th Ave.,
Plantation, Fl. 33314
Miss Pamela R. Phillips, 1301 Westgrove
Blvd., Alexandria, Va. 22307
Mr. Peter G. Phillips, 2006 Columbia Rd.,
N.W., Washington, D. C. 20009
Mr. Stephen Minot Pitman, 9 Park Avenue
Terrace, Bronxville, N. Y. 10708
Mr. William Henry Pitt III, 15 Old Mill
Rd., Greenwich, Ct. 06830
Mr. Arthur F. Plant III, 28 South Acre,
18 Hyde Park Crescent, London W2-QB,
England.
Miss Nancy Susan Platzer, 870 United Na-
tions PL, New York, N. Y. 10017
Miss Janice Plimpton, 616 Windsor Rd.,
Asheville, N. C. 28804
Karen Irma Pollak, 174 Montelo, Memphis,
Tn. 38117
Mr. Joel Robert Poretsky, 6520 Windermere
Circle, Bethesda, Md. 20034
Miss Helen Elizabeth Port, 2800 Lazy Lane,
Winston-Salem, N. C. 27106
Miss Shirin Karen Posner, Apartado No.
80.432, Caracas, Venezuela.
Miss Barbara Taylor Postell, 138 Greens
Farm Rd., Westport, Ct. 06880
Mr. Robert M. Pottenger, RD 1, Woodside
Dr., Geneva, Oh. 44041
Miss Lorraine Powell, 607 Albany Ave.,
Augusta, Ga. 30901
Miss Susan Lynn Powell, 702 N. E. 33rd
St., Oakland Park, Fl. 33308
Miss Victoria J. Powell, 416 Cocoanut Point
Rd., Stuart, Fl. 33494
Mr. Michael Anthony Power, 1505 Oranole
Rd., Maitland, Fl. 32751
Miss Sheila Poynter, Apt. 304, 4240 Suit-
land Rd., Suitland, Md. 20023
Mr. Andrew Prather, 2422 Fairway Ave.,
Columbus, Ga. 31906
Mr. James Glenn Prescott, 149 South Lake
Ave., Albany, N. Y. 12208
Miss Margie Lee Preston, 3025 Observatory
Ave., Cincinnati, Oh. 45208
Mr. Alexander Prezioso, 6719 14th Ave.,
Brooklyn, N. Y. 11219
Mr. Buddy Alan Price, Campus Mail, Rol-
lins College, Winter Park, Fl. 32789
Mr. Dale Mignon Price, Procter and Gam-
ble, Espana S. A. Apartado, 215 Mataro,
Barcelona, Spain.
Miss Gayle Rose Prince, 1614 Bimini Dr.,
Orlando, Fl. 32806
Miss Staige S. Prince, 20 E. 52nd Street,
Savannah, Ga. 31405
Mr. John Hill Pritchett, Apto 316, Guate-
mala City, Guatemala, Central America.
Mr. Bruce Scott Pugatch, Concord Place,
Port Chester, N. Y.
Mr. Gregory Melvyn Pulley, 29 Vista Drive,
Little Silver, N. J. 07739
Miss Lucy Gail Pulling, 201 Goodlette Rd.,
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I KNOW A MAN
As I sd to my
friend, because I am
always talking, . . . John, I
sd, which was not his
name, the dar\ness
surrounds us, what
can we against
it, or else, shall we &°
why not, buy a goddamn big car,
drive, he sd, for
christs sake, loo\
out where yr going.
Robert Creeley
THE LISTENERS
"Is there anybody there?" said the Traveler,
Ky\oc\ing on the moonlit door;
And his horse in the silence champed the grasses
Of the forest's ferny floor.
And a bird flew up out of the turret,
Above the Traveler s head:
And he smote upon the door again a second time;
"Is there anybody there?" he said.
But no one desceyyded to the Traveler;
T^o head from the leaf-fringed sill
Leaned over and loo\ed into his gray eyes,
Where he stood perplexed and still.
But only a host of phantom listeners
That dwelt in the lone house then
Stood listening in the quiet of the moonlight
To the voice from that world of men:
Stood throriging the faint mooribeams on the dar\ stair
That goes down to the empty hall,
Har\ening in an air stirred and sha\en
By the lonely Traveler s call.
And he felt in his heart their strangeness,
Their stillness answering his cry,
While his horse moved, cropping the dar\ turf,
"Heath the starred and leafy s\y;
For he suddenly smote on the door, even
Louder, and lifted his head:
"Tell them 1 came, and no one answered,
That I \ept my word," he said.
7\[ever the least stir made the listeners,
Though every word he spa\e
Fell echoing through the shadowiness of the still house
From the one man left awa\e:
Aye, they heard his foot upon the stirrup,
And the sound of iron on stone,
And how the silence surged softly bac\ward,
When the plunging hoofs were gone.
Walter De la Mare
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